
[Boox I.]

The seventeenth letter of the alphabet: called is

[and Us]. (TA.) It is a letter peculiar to the

Arabic language; and is one of the letters termed
-JO¢

8W [or vocal, i. e. pronounced with the voice,

not with, the breath only]; and of the letters

termed [or gingival], like a and 5. (TA.)

As it does not exist in the language of the

Nabathmans, they change it into 1:. (IF, TA.)

[It is substituted for the 4;: in the measure sis!

and the forms inflected therefrom when imme:

diately following 5; as in fit, for fit, for

Lil's! :] and it is substituted for 5 ; as in

and as is related on the authorities

ofISk and Kr; and as in U’eji and :il'eia,

as is mentioned in the Nawadir el-Aarab. (TA.)

= [As a numeral, it denotes Nine hundred]

in

L2,: _ earl, Fri!

R. Q. 1. LBLB, inf. n. 'o'UéUé (L, and iUéUi,

(K, TA, [in the CK nl’téd) the latter allowable

in the case of a R. Q. verb, as in the instances of

916:»; and the like, (MF, TA,) [accord to some,

but gel,” and the like are generally held to be

inf. us. if with kesr, and simple substs. if with

fet-h,] He (0. goat) made a [rattling] sound, or

cry, when excited by lust, or at rutting—t-ime; syn.

(AA, L, 1;.)_ And isle, (M, K,) inf. n.

illslls, (M,) He (a person whose upper lip was

slit, M, K, and one whose fore teeth were broken

at the roots, K,‘ TA) spoke unintelligible speech,

and with a nasal sound. (M, K.)

)‘W

1. ug‘c, (s, Mgh, 15,) or .93 U1; 63b},

(M,) aor. =, (M, K,) inf. 11. Site (s, M, 1;) and

half, (M, K,) He made her (a camel, $, Mgh)

to incline to, or to afect, a young one not her

own, (S, M, Mgh, K,) and to suchle it; (M, K,)

as also v \Lj‘u'ei, and V 63.11;; (K =) and [a is also

said that] signifies the making a she-camel to

incline to, or to afoot, and suchle, the young one

qf another, by the application of a in her

nose, ($,“ K,‘ TA,) i. e. by stopping her nose, and

 

also her eyes, (TA,) and by the insertion ofa :4};

[q. v.] composed of rags into her vulva, (fin-5, T,

TA, or 1;, and closing its [i. e. the vulva’s]

edges by means of two pointed pieces of wood stuch

through, and putting upon her a 3.2le covering

her head, and leaving her in this stale until it

distresses her, (T, TA,) and she imagines herself

to be in labour; (TA ;) when the a...» is pulled

out from her vulva and the young one of

another is brought near to her, having its head

and skin bedaubed with what has come forth with

the 3.9); from the lower part of the vulva; (T,"~

TA ;) then they open her nose and her eyes; (TA;)

and when she sees and smells the young one, she

imagines that she has brought it forth, and yields

it milk : moreover, when the 3.9); is inserted, the

space between the two edges of her vulva is closed

by a thong [passed round the extremities of the

two pointed pieces qf wood]. (T, TA.) It is said

in a trad., of ’Omar, (T,) or Ibn-’Omar, ($, TA,)

that he purchased a she-camel, and, seeing in her

the laceration on the occasion of )L‘l-if, returned

her. (T, s,- TA.) _ [Hence,] ,3 UL; 23h;

‘35, and l and V 5:11;, IHe made him to

incline to such a thing: (Lth, T, TA:) and

!Oei'ji U1; (so in the CK,) or deiié

4.3;, (M, TA, and so in some copies of the K,)

inf. n. 5,523, (TA,) he endeavoured to turn me,

or to entice me, to do the thing; (M, K, TA ;) it

not being in my mind: (TA:) or he compelled me

to do the thing, against my will; (K, TA ;) I

having refused to do it. (TA.) It is said in a

prov., f .

piercing, with the spear inclines [one’s enemies]

to peace: (As, T, A, K:) J says as also

IKtt, which F disapproves ; but others approve

it: or the reading of the $ is Viki-.2. (TA.)

The Arabs also said, {,5 5m. (M, 1;)

Thrusting, or piercing, with the spear is a means

of inclining a people to peace; (K;) meaning,

make people to fear, that they may love thee.

(M, It is also said, in a trad. of ’Alee,

n fafIJDIr a, 4 assist

as; a»? ,we s-M U13, ,fi-sw, [perhaps a

mistake for 5'." Big] I incline you [or I

endeavour to turn you]. t3, the truth, and ye flee

from it. (TA.):QJLB, ($,1_§,) [of which

I, meaning, Thrusting, or

 

533$, q. in, appears to be an inf. n.; or you say

62;; (,1; and “Ii-2;] and V

(T, M, K; in one copy of the K ;) She

(a camel, T, $, M) inclined to, or afected, a young

one not her own, (T, M, K,) and suckled it : :)

or inclined to, or aflbcted, the stufl‘ed shin qf'a

young camel. _ [Hence,] 2331; U1;

I He returned against his enemy. (A, TA.) =

And aor. =; (Msb ;) or l;sm,.infi n. 55:65.

(AZ, He took to himself arLl'é [or nurse].

(AZ, $, Msb.) [See also 8.]

3: see 1, in four places. ._ One says also,

éjeiié, (inf. n. 3,113.2, T, A,) She took to herself

a and to suchle. (T, M, A, K.) _And
1 I There is between them two that rflation

which consists in each one’s being the ’25 [or

rather the {osterer of the child] q): the bther.

(M, =)2U6 occurs in a trad. thrills. (TA.)

[But in what sense is not explained]

4: see 1, in three places.

8: see 1, near the end. _ 04);] ($,

and so in some copies of the or: (M,

and so in some copies of the the former being

similar to fit, means He took a nurse for

his child. ($, M,

10. Q)l..l5.2.e\ She (a bitch) desired the male:

:) mentioned by AM; but he says, “ I hesi

tate respecting it.” (TA.) [I think it is probably

a mistake for QflaZ-A, mentioned in art.

See also [53%.]

2,

;LB Anything accompanied by the like thereof:

thus applied to a run (As, T, TA :) in the

8; r

K, and in the Tekmileh, ,4: is erroneously put

a o a of, o a v _

for ,gs: (TA :) and )Ué ,4: is used by the

poet El-Arkat, in describing [wild] asses, as

meaning a run not ungiaringly performed. (T,

TA.)

:35 One that inclines to, or afi'ects, the young

one (if another, and suchles [orfosters] it ,- applied

to a human being, (M, A, and to a camel,

(M,) or other [animal] ; (A, K;) to a female and

to a male: (M, A, K:) or a she-camel that in

clines to, or afl'ects, the young one of another;
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(Msb;) as also Knife: and hence applied

also to a strange woman that nurses, or fosters,

the child of another: and likewise to a man who

fosters the child of another .- and also pronounced

2.5, with the n suppressed: (Msb :) and the epi

thet 35:51? is also applied to a female: (A :) the

pl. [of pauc.] is Life? (M, 1;) and 3112?, (s, M,

A, Msb, K,) [which latter is also used as a pl.

of mult., accord. to an ex. given.in the A ;].an,d

[the proper pls. of mult. are] 1,52' and 5155,

($, M, which last is an extr. form, (M,) and

V 53%, (M, K,) or, accord. to Sb, this is a quasi

pl. n., (M,) and 53,5, (M, K,) like 55,5 and

(M :) or the pl., applied to camels, is

'3ng2; and to women, 53,33": (M :) or to

women, and Vj'iggz (Msbz) [gig]; also

signifies a nurse: (IAarz) and [5;]; signifies

the same as (TA :) or a she-camel made to

incline to, or afl'ect, the young one of another;

(M;) as also V5313. ($ :) or that keeps close

to the young one, or to the stufed skin of a young

one. (M.)_ [The pl.] 'Jlglé is also applied (by

a poet, M, TA) to I The three stones upon which

the cooking-pot is placed: M, K, TA :) likened

to camels; (M, TA ;) because of their inclining

($, M, TA) towards, or around, (M, TA,)

the ashes. (s, M, TA.)__And signifies

also IAn angle, or a corner, ofa’25 [or pavilion,

#0.]. _ And 1A buttress built against a

niall; (1;; TA ,) likewise called 1 (TA.)

.4 l J '

8)’ 2

M. see the next preceding paragraph.

535:
r

A cow desiring the male : (K :) mentioned

by Az, on the authority of AHat; and said to

have no verb. (TA. [But see 10, above.])

I a I

,ljl's: seefil’é, in four places.

A 356,? [q. v.] that is put into the nose of

a she-camel to make her to incline to, or afect,

the young one of another, in order that she may

not perceive the smell of her young one.

[See also 1.]

I a ll

,,’;.s= see file, in two places.

53,312 Inclination to, or afootionfor, the young

one of another: (M, it may be an inf. n.,

as well as a pl. [of 1.2153]. (M.) _Also.[The

relation in which one stands by being a )115, or

nurse :] like and &c. (TAJ

See also :e’ilf'v, latter half.

33);.th : seefilé, latter half.

(,3 ,3 He is thefather g the child which

she is nursing. (T, TA!)

’45

The 1;, (T. M. Mel». K.) or ~41. (a)

[both of which mean the end, or extremity, but

the former means also the edge,] of a sword, (T,

 

$, M, Msb, K,) or of a spear-head and the like,

(K,) or also of a spear-head and of an arrow

head and of a dagger and the like; (M ;) or the

part next to the a); [or extremity] of the sword;

also called its viii; (T :) or the are the

parts of the two edges that are on [either side of

the QC; [by which last word is here app. meant

the point] of the sword: (AZ, T and TA voce

q. v. :) [for the swords of the Arabs, in

the older times, were generally straight, two—

edged, and tapering to a point:] or, accord. to

Aboo-Riyash, the of the sword is the part

that is four digits’ measure below, or within,

((5,3) the thereof; and is the striking

place thereof: and it is also its 3;; and the

2;]; of the spear-hind is likewise its 3;: (Ham

p. 48:) the 8 in 3,5 is a substitute for}, which

is the final radical, M, Msb, the word

being originally TA:) the pl. is

(s, K,) a pl. of pauc., (s,) and (T, s: M,

Msb, 1;) and [which is originally 1 (s;

TA) and (T, s, M, Msb,K) and and

life or (M, In the saying of Es

Semow-al Ibn-’Adiya,

, ,3 a 4» ¢

, r

‘ J z “ ,3. u r! 0,0”

M€Wlfikukew, '

[Our bloods flow upon the edge of the QLJé, and

upon other than the edge of the alelé they _flow

not], by the {Ask may be meant the swords,

altogether, or the striking-places of the swords.

(Ham p. 52. [See also a similar ex. in p. 48 of

the same.]) = Also A kind of M}; [or leathem

water-bag]. (M.) = And Aronlace of bending,

or turning, of a valley,- like 3:45 [which belongs

to art. kfile]: pl. of the former 5.13, a pl. of a

rare form. (M in art.

u.»

[5. $53, if used, means He acted like the

0 ¢ 1 :1 r e ' a,

ugh, or gazelle; being similar to QIJO and

&c.: its part. 11. is mentioned in the first para

graph of art. $9.]

:39; A certain animal, (TA,) well known;

(s, Msb, 1;, TA ;) the ,Jlj'e [or gazelle; to which

the former word is applied when used unre

strictedly, and which is app. here meant by the

latter word, though this seems properly to signify

“a young gazelle ”]; [it is the gazella

dorcas, also called antilope dorcas, of which the

ariel, or antilope Arabica, is said to be a variety;

or, accord. to some, each is a distinct species of

gazelle: the name seems to be properly, but not

always (as is shown by an explanation of 2)),

applied only to the true' antelope of Arabia ahd

adjacent countries, as distinguished from the cer

vine and bovine antelopesfl it is a name for the

male; which is also called $45, when he has

become what is termed a. [q.v.], which he

continues to be termed until he dies: (AHait,

Msb, TA =) the female is called (Andi,

 

T, M, Msb, 1;, TA,) and and Zed. (AHat,

Mgb, TA =) the dual is (Mgh, TA =) and

the pl. is Til, (s, M, Msb, K,) originally Qie‘l,

($,.Msb,) a pl. of pauc., and and is,

($, M, high, K,) which last is of the masc. and

fem., (M, Msb,) and it}, (s, M, Msb,K,)

whichfiis of the fem. (M, Msb.) One says, 3

595 ii; [lit. In him is the disease of a gazelle];

meaning in him is no disease; as there is [said to

be] 'no disease in the (AA, T.) And all

u;th [To thee I owe a hundred

camels of the age of the gazelle], i. e., all of them

0Q? [pl. of 353, q. v.], because the does

not exceed what is termed (M.) [See also

a. verse cited voce 0..., ; in which the phrase

Uri)! mieans And they came; like

the age of the gazelle was the age of every one of

them.] It is said in a prov., ' 'i'jiii

:11? [I will assuredlyforsake him’as a little gazelle

forsahes the place of its shade] ; because the ugh,

when it leaves its covert, does not return to it: it

is said in cpnfirming the relinquishing of anything.

(T. [See (31?, where other relations of this prov.

are mentioned.]) And in another prov.,

z,

2.5.43! 61;, said when the tie of relationship ahd

friendship between two men is severed, and it

was used in the Time of Ignorance as a form of

divorce: .usll is in the accus. case by reason of

or understood, [so that the meaning

is I have preferred, or he has preferred, the

gazelles to the wild eows,] by the )3; being meant

)rflr a); v,

the women: whence the saying, 93.; H fly

[expl. in art. )if]. (Meyd. [See also Freytag's

Arab. Prov. ii. 61.]) And one says,

2L? (5:12." :2, i. e. [I came to him when its dhade]

confined the [or gazelle] by reason of the

vehemence of the heat: or, as some relate it,

:5 .r a i r r a a a” r

A? 6,5)! .815 gem, meaning e.,-Lb [i.e., when

the gazelle sought its shade]. (TA.) And it is

said in a trad., is”; Us 9,24?" [3|

"' I4 I z i ’ " _ Q

[expl- voce vein]- (T, TA-) '9 ‘1” ($,

r r s i o z ' g T ' '

TA,) or rial '$ 2, a prov., meaning May

this accident befall him, (disc-ll 03$ 4,,

not a white antelope, (Meyd,) is said on an occa

sion of rejoicing at another’s affliction, (S, Meyd,

TA,) by way of imprecation, i. e. may God make

that which has befallen him to cleave to him. (S,

TA. [See also Freytag’s Arab. Prov. i. 148])

_[ngJI and glib! are mentioned by

Freytag as names of Certain stars: in relation

to the former of which he refers to Ideler's

“ Unters.” pp. 20-21; and in relation to the

latter, to the same work p. 21.] _ And :33"

is the name of A brand, or mark made with a

hot iron, peculiar to some of the Arabs. (T, K.)

fem. of [q.v.]. (Alflét, T, 8:0.) __

Also a name for TA woman; [or, app. a young
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woman ;] and so (Msb, TA.) _ And

1A man who is gtupid, dull, wanting in intel

ligence, inert, or wanting in vigour. TA:

[but not in the CK.) ._ And accord. to the K,

i. q. ill}: and 2334: but this is a great mistake,

caused by a misunderstanding of what is cited in

the passage here next following from the M.

(TA.)_ Also The mdva of a woman: (Lth,

T, S, M, K :) and, (M,) accord. to As, (T, S,)

of any solid-hoqfed beast: (T, S, M :) accord. to

some, (M,) or accord. to Fr, (T, of the bitch :

(T, S, M :) and accord. to Lth, of the she-camel :

(T :) IAar makes it to be peculiarly of the she

as, and of the ewe or she-goat, and of the cow;

(M ;) meaning that it signifies the vulva of these:

(TA:) and it signifies also the vagina of the

mare. _. Also A [bag for travelling

provisions .51., such at is called] S5,; (M, K t)

or peculiarly a small ygq-t (M, K9“) or one

made of the skin of the [or gazelle]: (Mz)

. or a thing [i. e. a pouch] like the and the

dim. lag-lb : and pl. (T.) _ And

A [tent stick as it called] (TA.) _ And

A place of begding, or turning; of a valley; (M,

K,) as also 3.; [mentioned in art. ’46]: pl. of

the former is one of the

names of The well Zemzem. (TA.)

see [of which it is the dim.].

dim. of q. v.

9'64

5L5» A land abounding with 1,216 [or

gazelles]. (M.)

)3

1. He cut [or split of] a [i. e. a frag

ment of hard stone, with a sharp edge, to be used

as a knife]. (Lth, T, M, K. [In some copies of

I the K, 3315;; and in one place, in a copy of the

M, 3%: but correctly 5.13.0, as is said in the

TA.]), This the pastor does for the purpose of

cutting off therewith a thing resembling a wart

within the belly of a she—camel, (Lth, T, M,) at

the orifice of the womb, when she is affected by a

disease occasioned by lusting for the male. (Lth,

TA.) _ And He slaughtered a she-camel,

TA,) or, as in the “ Tekmileh,” an animal, with

the [stone called] (TA.)

4' Rife (M; i9 8 prov.,meaning

Tread thou upon the A; [f01‘ ihOu art furnished

with Ieathern shoes or sandals]: (M :) but the

phrase commonly known is with the unpointed

a [i. e. (skit Bee 4 in art. ,h]. (M, 1;.)

s
- see the next paragraph.

A sharp-edged hard stone: (As, T, Mgh,

TA :) a stone having an edge like that qf the

knife: or a [kind qf] smooth and broad

stone which a man breaks and with which he

slaughters a camel; (ISh, T, Mgh,‘ TA ;) and

it is of any colour; and is also thus called 'before

it is broken: (ISh, T, TA :) cand the n. un. is

 a" s o” .0 3

' 5))15: (T :) or, as also ' 3)).5 and 'rlé, a stone,

(M, K,) in a general sense: (M :) ci- a round

stone: (TA :) or a round sharp-edged stone: (M,

K_:) or a piece of stone having a sharp edge:

(M t) the pl. is 3% and 65.1}; (As, T, s, Mgh,)

or the pl. is and (Tb, M, and so in

the 1; accord. to the TA; [iii the 0K jigs and

;]) and Th says that the former of these is

pl. offi, or both may be pls. ofjls; (M ;) and

another pl. is 551, (T, TA,) [9. pl. of pauc.,]

occurring in a mid; (TA ;) or, accord. to ISh,

[mentioned above as a pl.] is a sing., and

i s 3 :0)

5,131 is its pit (Mght) and t},,i‘t| cha 532,2

and '3)”, of which last the pl. is 3.365;,

(Sgh, K, TA,) and all of which are with damm,

thus in the handwriting of Sgh, (TA,) signify the

.r 1

same [asylé &c.]. (Sgh, K, TA.)

.1; J

Sub: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

4 r J,

sec and see also 5,-5.2.

3.; : see 3.1;. _ Also A sign set up whereby

one ’is guided to the right may : pl. (M,

and (TA, and so in the [in some

copies of the K which is said in the TA to

be wrong:]) signifies signs set up whereby

one is guided to the right way, like the 3541 [thus

in a copy of the T, a mistranscription for 8;l];

some of which are extended and hard, and mill

stones are made from them.

Q )0)

)Q'bl‘k: an

. ’ i, gseeplé.

)sri’h

05 / Os:

31-h 96,1, (S, M, K,) thought to be thus by

AAF; (M ;) 01' (T, M,) with kesr to the

B, accord. to Th; (M ;) Land containing, (T,

or abounding with, stones of the kind called

,jit (T, ext) 01‘ stony land: (Th, Mt) and

7;; also has the former meaning: (K:) or

this latter is an epithet applied to a place as

meaning rugged, or rugged and hard: z) or

meaning a place abounding with stones: (M :)

and its pl. is and _ See also

the next paragraph.

bilge A stone with which one strikes fire. (TS,

13.); And also, (TS, TA,) ci, accord. to the

1;, with fet—h, [i. e. V 5132,] but this requires ccii

sideration, (TA,) Fragments [or a fragment,

agreeably with an explanation in the Mgh, in

my copy of which 313.; is erroneously put for

3%,] of sharp-edged stone: (TS, K, TA :) pl.

(TS,'TA:) or signifies a piece split

affrom 01;? [pl. of or (Sh, TA,) or

[simply] a stone, (M, TA,) with which one cuts :

 

(Sh, M, TA t) as also t,'i,.s, (M,) or t £35.15.

(TA.)

.J.) ll)

sat-5'" 50° :15

_ wk

1. q aor. = , He, or it, stuck, adhered,

or clave, to him, or it.

2. 1.5;.” inf. it. $4,135, The wlid hccfc

became hard and strong. (T, K.)

L; A stone projecting (Lth, T, M, Msb, 1;)

from, a mountain or from rugged ground (Lth,

T) and having a sharp point: (Lth, T, M, or

an expanded mountain, (M, K, TA,) accord. to

some, that is not high : (TA :) or a small moun

tain: (M, or a small hill: (T, S, Msbz)

a Li}? (T, s, M, Mtb, K) andv Lil, (Nb.

TA,) [the latter a pl. of pauc.,] the former pl. of

a rare kind, for by rule it should be and

it seems as though they had imagined the sing. to

be and so made the pl. like it"), pl. of

3;: (Msb, TA:) or, accord. to En-Nadr,

signifies the smallest of [hills such as are termed]

,eiél, and the sharpest in stones, all its stones

being sharp like knives, the white thereof and the

black and of every colour: and the pl. is

(T.) [See also this pl. below.]

’ J J

*916 Short, and thick, (M, K, TA,) andfleshy:

(Lh, TA :) or a short andfleshy man.

and see in three places.

and 5,1,6: see the next paragraph, in four

places.

(1,6,1; (5, M, Msb, 1;, See.) and Light (AA,

Az, Mgh, TA) chd (IJ, TA) and v 55,2

(M, CK, TA, or V 135 or Lilith accord. to two

different copies of the A. small, stinking beast,

(AZ, S, M, Msb,K,) resembling a cat, (AZ, S,

M, K,) or resembling a short Chinese dog, (Mgh,)

or resembling an ape or a monkey, (AA, T, M,

TA,) or above the wkelp of a dog, (El-Mustaksee,

TA,) that qfien emits a noiseless wind from the

anus ,- (M, Msb,‘ TA;) said by Az, on the

authority of the handwriting of AHeyth, to be

a beast that has small legs, their length being that

of half a finger, but which is broad, its breadth

being equal to the space measured by the extension

of the thumb and the little finger, or of the thumb

and the fore finger, and its length being a cubit,

having a compact head, and its ears [for slut, in

my original, I read 163i] being like the cat’s;

(TA;) it a small and short in the cart, (LLB

933%, M, Mgh,) or having a stoppage of the

ears, (Ogiyjl;l, TA,) its earholes [only] hear

ing a confused, or humming, or ringing, sound;

(M, TA ;) long in the snout, [but El~Farezdak

speaks of it as having a short nose, as is shown

in the black in the back, white in the belly;

(M, Msb,TA;) it is said that its back is [or

rather contains] one single bone, without any
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[or cage-formed structure of ribs, den], and that

the sword has no efi'ect upon it by reason of the

hardness of its skin, unless striking its nose : (TA :)

the n- is 6.191%. (M, K,) or (M. T, s,

Mgh,) sometimes, or this latter also, (M,

as though it were pl. of ($,) or the first [5

is a substitute for the l [of the sing. and

the second for the 0, (M,) and (quasi-pl. ns.,

M.1.<)' 3;? (M. T. M,Mib,1.<>and ' :Ujh.

(M, K,) or 73:11:, is a pl. like pl. of

Jé-L, ($, TA,) and these two are [said to be]

the only pls. of this measure, (Alilei, TA,) and

Lth and AHeyth say that is incorrect, and

is rightly (T, TA.) Apoet says, (namely,

’Abd-Allah Ibn-lflaijaj Ez-Zebeedee, M, TA,)

{means i

[I m,- a e.,!‘e in:

'_

*

[Now tell ye Keys and Khindg'f that I have struck

Ketheer in the place of striking of the 01,916],

meaning that he had struck Ketheer Ibn-Shihéb

($, M, TA) El-Medh-hijee upon his face; for

the glolé has a line, or long mark, upon his

face; and he likens the blow that he inflicted

upon his face to that mark: [see :] and

the same words of the latter hemistich, except

that 11.11,; is substituted in them for l1" , occur

in a verse of Asad Ibn-Naghisah, who slew

’Obeyd by order of En-Noaman. (TA.) One

says) )2; L252 orfir (Mgh: Kr) [lit'

The Utah emitted a noiseless wind from its anus

among us, or among them,] a prov., ($,) meaning

that we, or they, became disunited, and alienated,

one from another: [for] when this animal emits

a noiseless wind from its anus in the garment of

a man, the stink does not go away until the gar

ment wears out : (S, Msb, K :) the Arabs of the

desert assert that it does so in the garment of him

who hunts it: :) and it is said to do so in the

hole of the [lizard called] ;i, which, being

stupified by the foulness of the stink, is taken

and eaten by it. (M, K, TA.) One says also,

[They reviled each

other, and it was as though they shzughtered

between them a Utah]: the foulness of their

reviling being likened _to the stink of that animal.

(M, TA.) And Ugh." adj-LE; They two

contend in pulling at the qf the (pl.,).ls,

meaning r they revile each other .- (M, TA :) and

gophu They wipe their hands to

gether upon the shin of the (39,15, [likewise]

meaning 1- they revile each other. (IAar, T, TA.)

[accord. to some] signifies Four teeth

behind the [or other grinders; app.

meaning, of a horse]; (K :) or the sockets

of the teeth: (s, K =) [and it is said that] ;sjs'ii

JBQIJI signifies the knots that are at the extremi

ties {if the bit. (M, TA.) J cites the following

verse, ascribing it to ’Amir Ibn-Et~Tufeyl,

 

" "A." ' '1’; '

r ‘E , as '4 a

o $9.; “Lg-1,5 a

[thus in the s, (but in the M and TA

#51259!» as though meaning And breaking in

pieces the rings of the girth ofthe saddle, running

with thefore legs well stretchedforth, his grinders

appearingfrom the sachets]: but IE says, [follow

ing the reading in the M and TA,] the verse is

by Lebeed; and the poet is describing a horse

that breaks in pieces the rings of the saddle

by his springing forward, and whose grinders

appear when he treads upon the [stones,

or hills, called] .351? : [see of which both

and are said to be pls.:] also that

the fight reading is [and 5.11;]: and by

the #135 are meant the [or teeth next

behind the canine teeth], accord. to Hr. (TA.)

53E; 3M; [accord. to the TA 5.3.12.1, but this

is evidently a mistake (see 2),] means [Solid

hoojs] that have become hard and strong: (K,

TA :) [but] accord. to El-Mufaddal, ;jfilll,

like [in measure], signifies x

$5.133" [app. meaning that which the stones, br

hills, called ‘91)]? have altered, or, perhaps,

heated, in its treading upon them]. (TA.)

dis

1. (T, s, M, &C.,) inf. n. 5651-», (s,

Mgh,) or and (T, M, Mgh,‘ 0, K,)

but the latter is rare, allowable in poetry,

(T, M,) or, as some say, is of frequent occur

rence, and confirmed by analogy, (MF, TA,)

said of a man, 0,) [or only of a young man,

and ofa young woman,] He possessed the

quality, or qualities, termed .JJL meaning as

expl. below [i. e. excellence, or elegance, in mind,

manners, and address or speech,- and in person,

countenance, or garb, guise, or external appear

ance; or all of these qualities combined: he was,

or became, clever, ingenious, intelligent, or acute

in intellect,- well-mannered, well-bred, accom

plished, or polite; beautiful in person or counte

nance; elegant, or graceful; or elegant in garb,

guise, or external appearance]. (T, s, O, Msb,

= See also what here follows.

.7)” an

3. V 429.55

with me in 5532] and I was more (vb:a,

t .3312?) than he. (IKtt, TA.)

4. c.5151 He (9. man) had many 53);, or]

receptacles [of any kind]. (TA.)_-And He

begat, ($, Mgh, O, or had born to him, (M,)

children that were (S, M, O, K)‘or .331?

[pls. of was, q. v.]. Mgh.)_,_).’_.}a; 55’51

He mentioned the man as possessing (M,

TA.)_And as, ..spn is explainable [as

meaning He was elegant, or eloquent, in the ex

pression, or phrase, or speech], if the saying be

[He vied, or contended,

 

received from those who are trustworthy: if not,

it is correctly with the unpointed b ;

meaning “ he said what was novel and pleasing.”

an,

(Mgh.)=tl2.ll 55,161, (0,) in the K, errone

ously, (TA,) He put, or assigned, or made,

a JJJE [or receptacle] for the goods. (0, TA.)

5. this: He afi'ected a}; (s, 0, K,) as
a,” Or)

also ' d)\53. (TA.) One says, 0&5

[Such a one afects J; and he is

not cugh]. (TA.)

6: see the next preceding paragraph.

10. lanai He found him [or held him] to be

(0; TA.)

A receptacle (Lth, T, s, M, Mgh, 0,

Msb, K) of anythiyg; (Lth, T, M i) [a ml,

or vase;] an $4 ] is thus termed as being a

Jflé for what is in it: (Lth, T, TA :) and AI;In

applies it to a seed-vessel, or pericarp, or a cell of

a pericarp : (M, TA :) [and it is also applied to

a case, or cover, for a book or the like :] the pl.

1 o I

(T, s; M, Mgh, 0, Msb, lb) .395:

is a mistake. (Mgh.) [Applying it to a vessel

of silver,] Har uses it as meaning “silver.” (P.

614 [referring to a phrase in p. 213].) One

says, 53;? [I took the goods with the

receptacle thereof]. (A, TA.) And hence, (A,

TA,) 5.55, 1 I saw him himself: (A, 0,

1;, TA.) And ,1 use is faith/id,

(O, K, TA,) not treacherous. (M, O, K, TA.)

_And hence 1- [An adverbial noun of place or

of time, implying the meaning of the prqrosition

vi; and also by some applied to a noun of place

or of time together with that preposition; i. e.]

what are termed 98:11 and 9&3", (0,)

pl.,;dign and semi (5, Me) the di

scriptive terms that denote the places [or times] of

things are called : (Lth,, T :) they are thus

termed by Kh; and by Ks, (“JG-.2; and by Fr,

{.9610- (T.) _Also [Eweellence, or elegance, in

mind; manners, and address or speech; and in

person, countenance, 0r garb, guise, or external

appearance; 01‘ 'all of these qualities combined :] a

term denoting a condition that combines the

generality of mental and bodily and extrinsic

excellent-es; likened [by reason of its comprehen

siveness] to the receptacle thus called: (Er

Raghib, TA :) or cleverness, ingeniousness, intelli

gence, or acuteness in intellect,- syn. hide,

0, K,), or (Mgh, Mgh,) and 5&3:

(Mgh:) or i. q. 3213;, and “,1; £753; [the

former meaning excellence in hhowledge, or other

qualities ,- or accomplishment, or perfection, in

every excellence, and in goodliness;] (’Eyn, M, O,

Msb, K ;‘) thus accord. to most of the copies of

the K [as well as the ’Eyn and M and O and

Msb], but correctly 32!", with the letter (5!);

(TA ;) [if so, these two explanations and

trig 523) add nothing to others here given :] or

.l)

is 5531,16:
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shilfulness (M, K, TA) in ,a thing (M, TA) is thus

penned by the people ofEl-Yemen : (TA :) or it is

,in the tongue, (IAar, T, K,) only; (K ;) meaning

beauty qfeapression, (M, L, TA,) and eloquence;

(L, TA ; ) and 5531;. is in the eyes, and isin

the mouth, and is in the nose: (IAar, T :)

or beauty ofgarb, guise, or external appearance :

(M:) or beauty offace, and ofgarb, guise, or ea:

ternal appearance.- (0, K:) or it isin theface and

in the tongue: (Ks,O,K:) orgoodlines‘s, or beauty;

and [as having the meaning first assigned to

in this sentence, i. e. excellence, or elegance,

in mind, manners, or address or speech,- or- as

meaning good breeding, good manners, politeness,

or polite accomplishments]: (Msb:) or, as an

inf. n., the being elegant, graceful, or beautiful:

and the being intelligent, sagacious, or acute in

intellect : (KL :) accord. to the author of the

'Eyn, (0,) it is only an attribute of young men

and young women (M, O, Msb," that are

acute in intellect, clever, or skilful; (M, O, K ;)

not of elders, nor of lords, or chiefs: (M, K:)

but as meaning vigé, it is common to young

persons and elders: (Msb:) some of those who

afl'ect distinctness of speech by twisting the sides

of the mouth say that the word is i with

damm, to distinguish it from meaning “ a

receptacle;” but this is a sheer mistake. (MF,

TA.)

see what immediately precedes.

[{3}, a term of grammar, The quality of

denoting place, or time, adverbially, by a noun

implying the meaning of the preposition u? ; and

also, accord. to some, by a. noun together with

that preposition. One says L51;

meaning Put in the accusative case as denoting

place, or time, adverbially.]

' : see )1}, near the beginning and near

the end.

perhaps signifies Possessing the quality,

or qualities, termed dip}, in a great, or an extra

ordinary degree: used alike as maszc.’ andjgmn

for I find it stated that] one says mink 33:5 [A

female slave, or slace-songstress, that is very in

telligent or shilful or elegant &c.]. (TA. [But I

think.it’mos.t probable that this is a mistranscrip

for .3: 3:73, a phrase which I find in the T,

and there expl. as meaning 363.“)

big Possessing the quality, or qualities, termed

.513; (T, s, M, o, Msb,K;) as also t Jgs’i,

(Lb, M, o,1_;,) the two being like JQL and

J1}, (0,) [or fire, latter has an intensive sig

nification, (see J1,.1s, and see also the “ Durrat

el-Ghowwas,” in De Sacy’s Anthol. (dramm.

Arabe, p. 48 of the Ar. text,)] and. 2735.12, (M,

K,)-or this last, which is like h11,.1s, denotes

more than without teshdeed: (O :) accord.

to Mbr, it is derived from .52 signifying “a

receptacle,” as though meaning a receptacle for
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address or speech: (TA:) [it may be rendered,

agreeably with explanations of eweellent, or

elegant, in mind, manners, and address or speech;

and in person, countenance or garb, guise, or ea:

ternal appearance: or clever, ingenious, intelligent,

or acute in intellect; well-mannered, well-bred,

accomplished, or polite; beautiful in person or

countenance; elegant, 0r graceful; &c.:] and is

expl. as meaning eloquent; thus by As and IAar:

and possessing knowledge and courage : and

goodly, or beautiful, in clothing, and in outer

apparel: (TA:) and is used by thevpeople of

El-Yemen as meaning skilful: (0:) and, as Ks

says, it is applied as an epithet to a tongue, and

. I 4 v

to a thce: (TA:) the pl. of have is Jae (s,

M! 0! M§b7 and (T, S) 0: M§b1 and

r J p .1 J

[31.34.15 (0, and Jfi, M, IB,K,) a form

sometimes used, (IB, TA,) and 3,31%, (T, s,

M, O, K,) also a form sometimes used, (S, 0,)

approvable in poetry, (T,) as though formed fi'om

Jib, or [anomalous] like £513.; ($, 0,

accord. to Kh (S, O) and Sb: (TA :) the pl.

I e I #4!)

of "dbb is 152.15; (Lh,M,K:) and the pl. of

hiya is sags. (M,K:) the fem. of

is ,12; and the pl. of this is 651:, (Sb, T, M,

Msb, TA,) like a pl. of the masc., (Sb, M, TA,)

and (T, M, TA.) It is said in a trad.

of ’Omar, mentioned by IAar, (Mgh,0, TA,)

and by, As (TA,) '9 $131 he 13;.

(Mgh,) or (0, TA,) meaning When the

thief is eloquent (Mgh, 0, TA) and intelligent,

(Mgh,) he averts fi'om himself the prescribed

punishment by his pleading [so that he will not be,

or is not, mutilated by amputation of the hand].

(Mgh, 0, TA.)

[ii-31,1}, as a subst., A. thing, and a saying, that

is big21;, meaning elegant, &c.: pl.

see ’13, near the beginning and

near the end.

rip} [is distinguished from 5h; like as

up: is from digit, q. v.]. Lh mentions the

saying 62L]; [Possess than 55;];

if thou be one who will possess it]: in meaning the

actual state, they said [Verily he is

one who possesses 55;]. (M.)

see 3. Ks allows the saying, interro

)0: oi 1'05!) ,5 00 1,0 4

gatively, 11.99)! 55,151 ASL-J1 .04) Jfiilo [What

is the part that is the more excellent in 55;]; (or

elegance, &c.), of Zeyd? is his tongue the more so,

or hisfaee 1']. (TA.)

44 O fl 1 r r l 4

L; is an expression similar to lg

J '4."

[and 0% &c. ; meaning 0 thou who possessest
O a

the quality, or qualities, ofJ); in a great, or an

1 extraordinary degree]. (A, TA.)

0&5

1. ($.Msb,1.<,) aor- (Mail-(i)

excellence, or elegance,_in mind, manners, or Piaf. n. ($, Msb, K) and ' bah-ii, ($,K,)

Bk. I.

1911

or the latter is a simple subst., (Mgh,) and

(TA) [and 65.12;, occurring in a. verse of Zuheyr

cited in art. ,Lg, conj. 3], He journeyed, went

away, departed, (5,m Msb, K,‘ TA,) or removed,

(Msb;) he journeyed to seek afier herbage, or to

water; or he removed from water to water, or

from one country, or tract of land, to another.

(TA. [See also the part. n., q :
see what next follows. ’ fl

4. 15:31 He made him to journey, go away,

depart, Msb,K,) or remove,- and as v

signifies the same [or he journeyed, with

him]. (Mgh.)

s. She rode him, (s,1_(,TA,) namely,

a camel: you say, 33;" “.163 La; 13‘ This is a

camel that the woman rides (S, TA) in her

journeying, and in the day of her departure.

(TA)

6:11;: see 1:: and see also

513.12 A short journey. (TA.)

53.15 A. state or condition, or a mode or

manner, ofjourneying or departing. (TA.)

A rope with which a [or woman’s

camel-vehicle] is bound ,- ($,K;) or with which

a load is bound, accord. to the T: and V Q’s’tl;

signifies the same. (TA.)

A camel used for work andfor bearing

burdens: K, TA :) or, as some say, peculiarly,

8’.
[like 4.913,] a camel that is ridden by a woman.

(TA.)= See fllSO 06».

51:29.1; A. [or woman's camel-vehicle]

Mgh, Msb, K, TA) in which is a woman, (TA,)

or whether there be in it a woman or not:

(5, Msb, K, TA 2) this is [said to be] the primary

signification: (Mgh:) pl. and ($,

Mgh,‘Msb, and and. [p’lzofpauc]

outs: (s, Mgh, 1g) and pl. pl. QL'J-B. (TA.

[But see, in what follows, an assertion of AZ

respecting the pl. oilsj)_And A woman,

(ISk, Mgh,Msb, TA,) whether in a {3, or

elsewhere,- (ISk, TA;) the word being used in

the sense of [for 1;; 6%]; because

her husband journeys with her: (Msb :)

or a man’s wife,- because she journeys with her

husband: (TA :) or a woman as long as she is in

the , an; ($,Msb,K;) when not in it she is

not thus called: or this is the primary

meaning: then it was applied to her though in

her tent, because she might become [i. e.

1;: (3%]: (Msbz) it is mostly applied to a

woman riding [in 0. tsp]: then, to a €>,a

without a woman: and to a woman without a

{3.5. (TA.) ’Amr Ibn-Kulthoom says,

a a, $15 ea; __

w/L-‘Q’U‘J't’u'li

1. ’3’, a _r 01:;

aware»;

_[Pause than before separation, 0 woman in the

I ‘

i i
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camel-vehicle: we will inform thee of the real

truth respecting our case, and thou shalt inform

us respecting thy case]: i; is for l;

(EM p. 185.)_And, accord. to ’Itth,

A camel that is ridden by women .' [like Q’s-B :]

and applied to signify a woman because she

rides it: or, accord. to IAmb, a camel upon

which one journeys: and hence the trad., UL:

i. e. [There is no poor-rate

in the case of] the camel upon which onejourneys;

ifthe phrase be thus: but ifit be v.5,

by the last word is meant a woman : (TA :) AZ

says, one should not say nor except

as meaning the camels upon which are

whether there be in them women or not.

Journeying, going away, departing, or

removing: (Mgh :) [a traveller :] any one going

forth on a journey, on pilgrimage, or on a war

ring and plundering expedition, or journeying

from one city [or town &c.] to another : contr.

of [and qfieih]: one says,

:“i; [Art thou journeying or abiding .7]: the

pl. is and 6‘12, and i is a quasi

pl. 11. syn. with 5,2413. (TA.)

6&3, applied to a horse or mare, and to a

(TA.)she-camel, Easy in pace.

llIade to journey, go away, depart, or

remove; originally 4,: the complement

being suppressed because of frequency of usage.

(Mgh.)

)1;

1. 2331;: see 2.:[See also _]

(T, s, 0.1;.) e , inf- n- ois (s, 0)

and is“; (0;) and, as some say, £992; (T;)

His eye had what is termed a 3;]; orig. (T,

$, 0, K.)__And)§.lé Hefa Infill) had upon his

eye what is termed a 3,616 orjab. (T, O, K.)

=25, aor. = , (Mgh,) inf. n.,;hlg, He attained,

got, got possession of, or acquired, what he desired,

or sought : (Lth,“ s,‘ M,‘ A,‘ Msb, :‘) he

succeeded, or was successful: (Mgh:) he won, was

victorious, or gained the victory: (Lth, T:) and

[originally signifies the same 853?;

You say, is! and 5:15, and 2213, He

attained it, got it, got possession of it, or acquired

it; (M, and in like manner 79%], of the

measure (K.) And 1

found the stray, or lost beast. (Mgh.) And

(s. A, M'ib) and (Akh, s, A.)

and :21}, ($,) He gained the victory, or mastery,

over his enemy ,' he overcame him. ($,' A,

Msb.‘)_[Hence,] 1Theshe

camel took, or received, impregnation. (A, TA.)

And \3 (AZ, T, s, A, 1;)

(Az, T) or 96} (s, A) IMy eye hath not

seen thee [for sometime]: (AZ, T, $, A, K :) like

 

6. (AZ, T.)=[}i1; in the dial. of

Himyer is said by Freytag, on the authority of

the Kitab el-Addad, to signify He sat.]

2- .1», (A. 1s.) inr- n- (a) He in

serted his nail into it; A, K;) namely, an

apple, and the like, ($, K,) a cucumber, and a

melon: (A :) and [in like manner] 'ifil, of the

measure fit, he stuck, orfixed, his nail’finto a

thing]; (s, K, TA ;) and so fly with the ho

poigted (TA.) You say, U."

93.6 Such a one stuck his nail into theflesh of the

face ofsuch a one, and wounded it. (TA.) And

.35 He stuck his dog-tooth and

his nail into hisflesh, and wounded it. And

ifs-é: ISuch a one clung to,

caught to, or took fast hold upon, such a thing.

(A in art. Also hits; and i 331;, nor.

=; (M, and ' mi, in the K erroneously

written (TA ;) He stuck his nail into his

facet (M, and so 231:], with 1:. (TA.)

And 0,216 [He clawed it;] he stuck his nail into

it, (namely, anything,) and broke it, or made a

mark [or scratch] upon it. And viii

gin The hawk seized the bird with ht}

talons. _ said of db; [or herbs, or

leguminous plants,] IThey put forth what re

sembled the ,uiti [or talons] of the bird. (M,
'0’

TA.) And said of the 63):, TA,) and of

the uiji, (TA,) IIt put forth what resembled

40‘

,um, (K, TA,) when it put forth its [lfaves

termed] U.52.. ’(TA.) And Siildhof the was,

and of the 6.1;"), and of the L4,)”, and of the

)lsi, and of the gigs, and of thej}, and of

‘sxb, IIt, oratpey, put forth yellow shoots, rt:

sembling the [or talon], which are the “9’s.

thereof, that comeforth therefi‘om having a dust

coloured flower. (M, TA.) [Or,] said of a

plant, (Ks, T, $,) inf. n. as above, (Ks, T,) 1- It

came forth; (Ks, T;) from )lhlbfyl: (T :) or it

came forth qf the measure of the [or nail].

(s) And uéjisi e.,is +Tho land put forfh

plants, or herbage, that might be uprooted

hie-21's.], so in the M, in the with the

hon; (M,) or with the fingers. (K.)_

2;, (M, and so in a copy of the K,) inf. n. as

above, (K,) 1- He perfumed his garment (M, and

thus in that copy of the with what is termed

)m: (M :) or he perfumed his

garment with what are termed (So accord.

to other copies of the K.)_And 31?." 215,

(K,) or 3173‘ 54515. (M,) t Ho (soy; 1. (M.)

rubbed the skin in order that its )Udéi (M,

which means its creased parts might become

smooth. (M, also signifies, and so

' $1.151, [He caused him to attain, get, get posses

sion of, or acquire, what he desired, or sought : he

caused him to succeed, or to be successfld: and]

He (God) caused him to be victorious, to gain the

 
victory, or to overcome. (A.) You say, a,»

(s, M) and 9:12, (M, TA,) int n. as above;

($0 and e WM (sM, Msb) and a»; (M.

Msb ;) He (God, $, M, or a man, Msb) caused

him to gain the victory over him, or to overcome

him, (M, Mgh,) namely, his enemy. (S, Msb.)

__ And 4:1; He declared him to have over

come him’: said of one who has been asked which

of two persons had overcome. (T.) _. And 3,25,

(M, K,) inf. n. as above, He prayedfor

him that he might attain what he desired, or

sought; or that he might be successful, or victori

ous. (M,

4 : see the next preceding paragraph, latter

part, in two places.

6. 0.21; was: and was: and iyw all

signify the same; so says Ibn-Buzurj ; (T, TA;)

explaining the meaning to be, They leagued to

gether, and aided one another, against him; i. e.

“3:: [against such a one]: (TA in art.

)Lb :) the first of these has been said to be in

correct; but it is mentioned also by $gh, as syn.

with the third; and by Ibn-Mélik, among words

that are with 96 and with 5. (TA in the

present art.)

8: see 2, in three places: =and see also 1, in

two places.

£1; : see the next paragraph.

:35 (T1 s: M; A; Mgh, K) 856-) and 'aa'ér

(Msh, K,) which latter is the most chaste form,

and the form adopted by the seven readers in the

Kur vi. 147, and the former is a contraction of

this, [but is the most common form,] (Msb,) and

fits, which is extr., (M, Msb, K,) and dis‘

allowed by IDrd, (0,) and V which is also

extr., (Msb,) and 13,321 (T, M, A, high, K,)

which is erroneously mentioned in the S as a pl.

ofydg, (Sgh, Msb, by an anticipation of the

pen; (Msb;) or, accord. to MF, it is said in

most of the copies of the $, (but this is not the

case,) has for its pl. and [has

for is pl.] poi; (TA;) [and this, being the

reading in mdst of the copies of the $ seen by

MF, is probably what J wrote ;] A certain well

known thing; (M ;) [i.e. a nail,- and a talon,

or claw;] pertaining to a human being, (M, Ibn

Es-Seed, Msb, K,) and to others; (M, K;) to

the beasts and birds mentioned in the nextfollom.

ing sentence, [as well as to man,] accord. to the

authorities there cited; (TA ;) and to every

ruminant, as syn. with [i. e. a cloven hoof]:

(T and M in art. aiUé :) ’or to a beast, or bird,

that does not prey,- [as well as to man ;] that of

such as preys being termed (M :) [and

in the present day applied also to'the spur of a

cock :] it is of the masc. gender: (Lh, M, Msbz)

the pl. (ofjifi, s, M, Msb, &c.) a. 3st? (5, M,

Msb, K, 8m.) and sometimes (Mgh,) [both

of which are pls. of pauc., but the former is used

0 s of

as a pl. of malt. also,] and (of),a51, M, Mgb, or
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of and therefore a pl. pl., M) l;.,§\l§l: (M,

. .i ’

Msb, that '3’“! is a sing. [and not like

so!

3,3,»! which is a quasi-pl. n.] is shown by the

saying of a poet,

W?” 5.; 6 '
I o I r 04¢

61-“ o-s: ‘

.Irrlla 4 i

' OJMHLIJjfll

. a'.‘ ’ ' l
' tee-“'b'v'fillt‘rp

or :53 (Msb) [i. e. that is between

her first morsel, 'when it descends into her throat,

and another that follows it, is the measure of a

finger-nail]: or, as some relate it, IS]

[when she swallows]; and it is thus cited [in the

T and] in the “ Basair ” of the author of the K.

(TA.) The phrase L55 Jén in the Kur

vi. 147 comprises cahnels arid ostriches; (so in

the T and Ts the L; but in the K, ,ifi‘si h

erroneously put for JAE"; TA ;) because their

,6. are like ,tiu'ti to them: (T, 1;, TA =) IAh

says that it comprises camels ; and also ostriches,

because they have nails like camels : or any bird

that has a v1.5.0, and any beast that has a solid

hoof: or, accord: to Mujahid and Katédeh, every

beast and bird that has not divided toes; as the

mmel and ostrich and goose and duck. (TA.)

_[Hence,] is the name of {Certain

small stars,- ($;)_ certain stars before )13\

[meaning 891;! i. e. the star as qf Lyra :

app. because regarded as the talons pf the ,4]:

:) or a certain dim star in (jg-Ell [q.v., i. e.

the constellation I/yra]. (sz.)_ [Hence also,]

a} s 4/ si .5 s :5” a?

4m" vats a], (T,) or ,uuialso is], (TA,)

1 Verin he is one who does not slay or wound an

enemy: (T, TA :) and ,ifin

Vic" IVerily he is one who does little hurt to

mankind. (T, A, TA.) And ,‘i

1 He is weak, or abject, or despicable; ('1‘, $, K,

TA,) saidofaman; (K,TA;) or eejfiifit

[in the TA, as from the K, )lilsfjlja :])

or I he is sick, or diseased. And t3

I [app. meaning In him is an evil result of

d disease, that has clung to him]. (A, TA.

[In the A, this immediately followswhat here

next precedes it; and is immediately followed by

the words which seem to be added

by way of explanation; thus in my copy; but I

think that here is a mistake for

and have assumed this to be the case in rendering

the phrase.])_And 9H5 Qh-li

{[lit. I wounded him much, from his nail to the

edge of his eyelid; but mentioned as tropical;

app. meaningfrom toe to head] ;_like as one says,

(A.)_Ahd:,21. plug C., (K,) or

~55 ,tesh u, (A, 0,) IThere is’np’t h,

the house any one. (A, O, K.) And 9.21).," b

Iii £21: I The year of drought 'lefi not

anything: and sometimes they said 52;, with

ret-h, and in this case they said 1 for assimi

lation. (A in art. ,u.) And 11

 

saw him himself. (0, K, TA.) _;:.?Ji is the

name of +11 certain plant, (K, TA,) resembling

what is [properly] thus termed [i. e. the talon of

the vulture]. (TA.) And is the name

of TAnother plant. (1;, TA.)_.And jiin,

(M,) or jut-‘91, (T, M, A, Mgh, 0,1,1, &c.,) for

this word in the sense here following has no sing.

(T, M, O, K) accord. to the author of the ’Eyn,

(M,) but sometimes one said git-i; V

which is not allowable by rule, and made the pl.

of this to be gig, (T, O, K,‘ [mentioned in the

M as 9. pl. of fiftitfl) though, if they formed a

sing. from it, it should be $.13, (T, O, signi

fies IA. certain odoriferous substance, (T, Mgh,

O,K,) or a sort thereof, (M,) [i. e. unguis odo

)5)

ratus, (called in the present day “1:” )AB and

~12;jail or ungues 0d0rati,]’ bllzch, (T, M,

0,) t-Zeemhh'hg 11,54; [or had] (T, M, Mgh, 0,

K) qfa man (M) pulled out (in the M and O

and 4135.2, and in the T d153,) from the

root thereof, (T, M, O, K, [but in the M, the

words which I have rendered “pulled out ” &c.

immediately follow the words Jig-Eli

or resembling the [or finger-nails],

(A,) and put into [or incense]: (T, M, O :)

and, accord. to the K, 73m}, sometimes imper

fectly dec1., i. e. Vim}, signifies the same; but

this is very strange, for [SM says] I have referred

to the M and T and O and other lexicons without

finding them to have mentioned in this sense any

term but or gill : accord. to the “ Min

héj,” are?! are pieces qf an odoriferous

substance resembling the [properly so called];

they are said by [the Arabic translator of] Dios

corides to be of the nature of the shards of shells,

[so I render 6.2, supposing

dljJ-I to be here used tropically,] found in an

island of the Sea Qf India where is the [or

spihenard], it sort whereqfis [called] [i. e.

of El-Kulzum], and another which is [called]

GEL; [i. e. of Bdbil], black and Small, and the

best is that which inclines to whiteness, which

drifts to El-Yemen and El-Bahreyn. (TA.)

[Forskhl, in his “ Descr. Animalium” &c., men

tions what here follows, among the animal sub

stances of the materia medica of Cairo, in page

143: “ Unguis odoratus. (Opercula Cochl.) Dqfi'

el afrit, absent 4,“ i. e. unguis dwmonis. E

Mochha per Sués. Arabes etiam afi'erunt. Ni

gritis fumigatorium est.” (M is here written,

agreeably with the usual vulgar pronunciation,

tor See also signifies 'also

1‘ Large @335 [or that (s, 0. Isa-And

-|~ The creased parts of a skin. (M, TA.).-And

the of a bow is IThe part in the curved end

that is beyond the place where the string is tied,

to the extremity : (As, T, S, M,‘ O, K:') or the

endof the bow: :) or each end of the bow,

beyond the place where the string is tied: (Az)

pl. (M, TA.)._. See also 5315.

:35: see the next preceding paragraph.
a

 I! a

’52, in a man, The quality qf having long

nails. (ISk,$, 0.) [App., in this sense, an

inf. n. of which the verb i531]; ; as it. is in other

senses: see 1.]=See also gill=Also Low,

or depressed, ground, ($, 0, K,) that produces

plants, or herbage. ($, 0.)

3.51; Sharp in the nail [or having sharp nails].

(A.)_ And A man having upon his eye what is
If! Q I O I

termed a w; (A,) apd’ so '»5.l54. (T, A,

Mgh, __ And 5,96 0:: An eye having what

r ’0'

is termeda 5336; (T, M, A,K;) as also ' 5),..54.

(A.)=Also [Successfith] victorious; applied to

a man; (5;) and so 7205: (Msb, TA :) or

(IDrd, M, A, 1;) and (IDrd, M, 1;)

and $52, (IDrd, $gh, K,) but this issaid by

IDrd to’be not of established authority, (TA,)

and WILL; (IDrd, M, A, 1;) and 136i“,

(IDrd, O,K,) all signify a man very, or often,

successful or victorious : (IDrd, 0, TA :) or Ione

who does iwt endeavour after a thing without at

taining it. (M, A,

31b audit-If: seem.

Ir.)

0,115 A. certain plant, burning, or biting, to

the tongue, (1;, TA,) resembling the [or nail]

in its coming forth, (TA,) that has a beneficial

efl'ect upon foul ulcers, and warts. TA.) .—

And9.2.5» The rounded head of prichles g

the [thistlecalled] (K,‘TA.)__See also

the next paragraph.

5321’s A pellicle that comes over the eye, (T, $,

Mgh, O, growing from the side next the nose,

(T, s, 0,) upon the white of the eye, Mgh,

0,) extending to the black : 0:) sometimes

it is cut off: if left, it covers the eye, and ob

scures the sight: (T :) or a certain disease in the

eye, which causes a tegument like the nail to come

over it : or a piece qffiesh that grows at the inner

angle of the eye, extending to the black, and some

times mm'oaching upon the black: (M :) it is

also called ' (A’Obeyd, T, s, M, Mgh, O,

1;) and 151.22, (T, Mgh,) these two terms being

applied to it by the physicians, (Mgh,) and

(TA) and t 3312.9, (he in a copy of the T,

as on the authority of Ibn~Buzurj,) or ' 53%.

(So in the O.)

and see = is well

known as the name of a city in El-Yemen ; or,

accord. to the O, of two cities and two fortresses

in El-Yemen. And accord. to the TA, it signi

fies Any land that h as: but the latter of

these two words has been altered by an erasure

over the second letter, and is perhaps incorrect:

if not, it may mean, agreeably with the analogy

la ’0'

of many words of the measure 3.13;, as 533..

and and &c., such as possesses

means of overcoming, or withstanding, invaders:

and it may be that hence 211% is in two instances

the name of a fortress.]

3,31; [app. syn. with}? and Lag] is one of

the appellations of the Prophet. (MF, TA.)

241 '
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)Eélé: see

or : see

3 a r n s

will“: .59- [Ongw qf'Dhafdri] is so called in

relation to {#2, a city of El-Yemen, (T, S, Mgh,

O, K,) neai- (K,) two days’ journey from

the latter. And in like manner, [54G];

[Aloes-wood of Dhafdri] : i. e., ’the as with

which one fumigates : (S i) or L5, (0, K, TA,)

which means the same, (TA, [but see this

If I ‘1

word,]) is allied [,u'u; and (has n.:] in

relation to )Wé, another city of El-Yemen, near

his», (0, K, TA,) described by Yakoot as in

the furthest part of- El-Yemen, on the shore of

the Sea of India, near)Lgll; (TA ;) because it

is brought thither from India. (0, K, TA.)

I U

, see’hili.

in. '
r

are!

$15! A man having long nails: (ISk, S, A:)

or having long and broad nails '(M, K :) and

in like manner applied to 11,-3.0 [or foot of a

camel] : 25.2.]; [the reg. fem.] has, not been heard.

(M-)

o :02

,y‘dél: seefib, in two places—Also + The

slender thing [or tendril] that twines upon the

branch of a grape-vine,

see 351,5, latter half.‘

1, 4 l I

5,5.81 Z

05” 0 ¢ 0,5,: 1 as _

)iliss: see 1:15.:th 9.95 1 A bow having

somewhat out offrom each of its two ends [which

are called its will]. (0, 1;, TA. [In the on,

is erroneously put for

9’0

)Lidéf: see;f.lii.==Also The [instrument called]

is v-]- (Fr, 0.19)

j . I.

I s 0 r

) .l.

64/ 9 J I!

Overcome, or conquered; [as also 5:“ ’92»,

and alone; (see 1;)] applied to a man.

(TA.)

'1';I a

; and its fem.: see )fli.=4,l

J15

1. 31;, nor. :L'Bé, inf. n. see 4. =35,

(T, M,‘Msb,1_§,) first pers. (r, s, M, o,

Msb, K,) [and accord. to SM also, for

he says that] the verb is of the class of w" as

well as of the class of drag, (TA,) and i113,

(T. M. 0.1;.) likened' to (M, Kr)

formed by rejecting the former J in w,

(T, 0,) and :43, which is [also] originally

w, (Sb, T, M,’O, K,) formed by transferring

to the 16 the vowel of the rejected J, (Sb, T, M,

0,) anomalously, (Sb, M,) the latter of the dial.

of the people of El-Hijéz; (T ;) aor. m; (S)

M, o; Msb, 1; ;) imperative and (T)

[and it is implied in the M voceji that one says

also and 3.1}, which indicates that the nor.

 . 5. ’ l

is also Jl’s'q, but this requires confirmation, which

I have not anywhere found]; inf. n. (T,

s, M, 0. Msb. 1;) and .31; (M. K,) and 31;;

(thus also in a copy of the M; [but this I think

doubtful;]) accord. to Lth, '(T,) or Kh, (Msb,)

[i. e. accord. to the author of the ’Eyn,] is said

only of a thing that is done in the day, or day

time; (T, S, M, O, Msb ;) like as Esq, nor. an;

is said only of a thing that is done in the night:

(T :) it is an incomplete [i.e. a non-attributive]

verb, relating to a time in which is a shade from

the sun, from morning to evening, or from sun

rise to’sunset ’(Esh-Shihab, TA :) one says,

Lil-o a}? wu [Such a one was during his day

fdsting; or he passed his dayfasting] : (Lth, T :)

and lag [He was in, or during,

his dag doing such a thing,- or he passed his day

doing such a thing]: (M, K 2) and

135 [I was in the dog or daytime, or I passhd

the dag, doing such a thing ,- or] I did such a

thing in the dag or daytime. O, Msb.') In

the saying of ’Antarah,

A,» '5 0 s to.”

' leacswlswsws ~

,2, 4 w tr: 5,

" *

[app. meaning And verily I pass the night in

hunger, and I pass the day in it, that I may

)5 4 3 I

attain thereby plent'g‘id eating], is for

(s,o.) And accord. to some, (TA,) 51;

:1; occurs in poetry; (M, K, TA;) so that one

says, 1.3.5 Jib": 11; [He was in, or during,

his night, or he passed his night, doing such a

thing]: but it is said that in this case the verb

has the meaning next following. (TA.) __ And

it signifies also He, or it, became,- syn. 3L}:

(Er-Rhghib, TA :) being in this sense likewise

an incomplete [i. e. a non-attributive] verb,

divested of that meaning of time which it

radically denotes; as in the phrase in the Kur

eta.) no, 5r

[xvi. 60 and xliii. 16], by... up?) [His

face becomes black]: so says Ibn-Mélik: (TA :)

or this may mean his face continues all the dag

black : (Ed in xvi. 60:) and one says also,

135 J31; meaning He continued doing such a

thing: this too is mentioned by Ibn-Malik, and

is of the dial. of the people of Syria. (TA.) _.

It is also a complete [i. e. an attributive] verb as

meaning He, or it, continued; as is said in the

Expos. of the “ Shifh,” and by Ibn-Mlilik; and,

as Ibn-Mélik likewise says, it was, or became,

hing. (TA.)

'4').

2. 9b sou-B [He made it to give shade over

him, or it,] (M,) inf; n. It is said

in the Kur [vii. 160, and the, like is said in ii. 54],

jail! $2 And we made the clouds to

give shade over them. (M.) _. [And sig

nifies He shaded him, or it, See an ex. ip a

verse of Jereer inzart. uh), oonj. 3.] uh:

1 i r J I l 0' I ,»

' QW'jl [But at the tamarish-treeseasel-J

is flesh that will not be shaded, or, accord. to

 
. fl, ~

the reading given by'Meyd, b’fi'jih] is a prov),

said by Beyhes, in allusion to the flesh of his

slain brothers, on the occasion of persons saying,

:5ng [Shade go the Josh of your

slaughtered camel]. O.) = See also 4.

One says also Jib, meaning He made

a sign with the whip for the purpose of frightens

ing. (Ibn-fAbbad, O,

4. 3.81, said of a day, It was, (S,O,) or

became, (M, K,) shadt , or a day having shade:

(S, M, O, K :) or it was a dag having clouds, oi

other [causes qfshadc] : (T :) or it was continually

shadg; as also 7.31;, aor. J-lfé, inf. n.

(Mgh.) ._ And, said of a thing, [It extended its

shade; or] its shade extended; as also VJIB,

(Mgh.) = 23;.2." [The tree shaded me,

or aforded me shade]: and in like manner one

says of other things than trees. (S, O.)

said of a building, or of a mountain, or of a

cloud, means It protected thee, and cast its shade

upon thee. (Mgh.) _ [Hence,] 316$ 1-He took

him into his shelter, or protection: (TA :) or he

guarded, or protected, him, and placed him within

the scope of his might, or power of resistance or

defence. (Er-Réghib, TA.) _ And uaifil + It

(a thing) covered me : (M, z) or it approached

me, or drew near to me, 'so as to cast its shade

upon me: :) or it has both of these meanings:

(M:) or means he, (T, or it, (0,)

approached thee, or drew near to thee, as though

he, or it, cast his, or its, shade upon thee. ' (T, S,

0.) And hence one says, fAn event~

approached thee, or drew near to thee: O :)

and in like manner one says of a month. (T, S,‘

0.) And Jslél [alone] 1-It (a thing) advanced:

or approached, or drew near. (Mgh.) And i. q.

[app. as meaning +He, or it, became

within sight, or view]. (Mgh.)

5: see the next paragraph. It is also pro

nounced (IAar,T:) and signifies He

kept to shady places, and to case, or repose:

(IAar, T and 1; in art. um =) it is like

from (T in that art.)

10. Jaw, (T,) or Jam, (Msb,TA,)

He (a man, T) sheltered, or protected, himself by

means of the shade: (T, TA:) or the latter

means he inclined to the shade and sat in it.

(M, K.) And £5le $15.21! and a; means

'M [i. e. he shaded himself being

quasi-pass. of from the thing and by means

of it]. (M, You say, v.42." q JLZ-sl

[He shaded himself with it; or by meansqf it,

from the sun]. (T.) And 3min JBZ-sl He

shaded and sheltered himself I", malls of the tree.

(Ibn-Abbéd, s, 0.)._,3.'lll Jam The blood

was in the d; [or belly, or interior of the belly,

or the chest], (T, O, K, TA. [In the CK, 0.4

tip! is put for-934,11 d,])_6;,| .. “I |._ ,,_
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(T, Ibn-’Abbiid, 0,) Ol‘ 5,3”, (1;,) The eye, (T,

Ibn-’Abbad,0,) meaning that of a she-camel,

(Ibn-’Abbad, 0,) or. the eyes, sank, or be

came depressed, in the head. (T, Ibn-’Abbad,

O,K.)_And AK." 3.5;»! The grape-vine

became luxuriant, or abundant and dense, in its

branches whereon were the bunches, (M,

5.5 properly signifies Shade ,- i. e. the light of

the sun without the rays ; when there is, no light,

' I

it is m, not O :) contr. : (M,

K:) or i. q. 2:}: (K:) so some say: (M :) or

so the [common] people say: (IKt, Msb:) or

the former is [shade] in the morning,- and the

latter is in the evening: (M, or, accord.

to IKt, the former is in the morning and in the

evening; but the latter is only after the declining

of the sun from the meridian: ISk says that the

former isfrom, the risingqf the sun to its declining;

and the latter, from the declining to the setting :

Th says that the of a tree &c. is in the morn

ing; and the is}, iii the evening: (Msb :) Ru-beh

says, (M, Mgh,) any place, (M,) or any thing,

(Mgh,) upon which the sun has been and which

a has quitted is termed and a}; (M, Msb ;)

but a thing [or place] upon which the sun has not

been is termed [only]; and hence it is said

that the sun annuls, or supersedes, the JB, and

the sis; annuls, orisupersedes, the sun: (Msb :)

AHeyth says, the is anything upgn which the

sun has not come; and the term sué is applifd

only after the declining pf the sun; the sué

being eastwards and the being westwards;

and the being termed from the beginning

qf the day to the declining ofthe sun; after which

it is termed sis; until the night: (T,‘TA:) one

says the of Paradise, but not its .55, because

the sun will never replace its Jab; but Enzl‘labighah

El-Jaadee has assigned to Paradise Us having

J5me (M, TA i) in a verse of Aboo-$akhr El

Hudhalee, is made fem. as meaning [i. e.

death] i (Ham p. 161 =) the pl. [of mult.] is Js'us

(s, M, o, 1;) and Jae and [of pauc.]v Jiuti.

(M, O, The saying of a rajiz,

/ a r J D e rile

‘ 3w: iii-“5 ‘ '

[As though thyface were a shade of a- stone] is

said to mean hardness of face, and shamelessness:

or the being black in the face: (T, TA :) for the

Arabs say that there is nothing more dense in

shade than a stone. (TA.) lat-.6 43 [His

shade, 01' shadow, has become sun] is said of the

dead. (TA.) *3} [He passed

by us as though he ’were the shadow of a wolf]

means swiftly, as does a wolf. (M.) 5H1“

f [They made their shadows to be a;

though they were sandals to them] is said of

camels or other beasts when it is midday in

summer and they have no shadow [but such as is

beneath them] : a rajiz says, ‘

 
. or a! .1 Ir“ 0: e

' seesaw» '
da- ,1 sea .41!

t ‘ '

[They came to the water walking upon' their

shadows, and the sun was intensely hot upon the

tops of their heads and humps]. And one

says, ,3 I [Hefollows the shadow

qf himself,- i.e. a thing that he will not overtake;

for], as a poet says, the shadow that goes with

thee thou wilt not overtake by following: and

wt; I[He strives to outstrip the

shadow of himself], meaning that he walks with a

proud and self-conceited gait: so in the A.

(TA.) And II left my state,

or condition. (TA.) And [gin so

in the T and $ and 0: (TA:) but [said to be]

comedy, éfi'“ $25, or

(M, TA,) i. e., [I will forsake him, or I will

assuredlyforsake him, as the gazelle forsakes] the

place of its shade: (0, TA:) [each, however,

is app. right; and the former is the more agree

able with the following explanations:] a prov.,

(M,) applied to the man who is wont to take

fright and flee; for the gazelle, when it takes

fright and flees from a thing, never returns to

it: O, by the is here meant the

covert in which it shades and shelters itself in the

vehemence of the heat; then the hunter comes to

it and rouses it, and it will not return thither;

and one says, $32!! 335, meaning the place

of its shade: it is’applied to him who takes fright

and flees from a thing, and forsakes it so as not

to return to it; and to the case of a man’s for

saking his companion. (Meyd.) [JEN [1,133 as

applied to a man, see expl. in art'fl; see

also I;Iar p. 250, where it is indicated that it may

be rendered One whose shadow, even, is oppressive,

and therefore much more so is his person.] In the

phrase '93, (M, in the Kur

[xxxv. 20], Th says, accord. to some, (M,) 5;."

means Paradise; (M, K;) and 3,};n, the fire

[of Hell] : but he adds, I say that jijfdi is the

itself [i. e. shade], and 35;." is the}; itself [i.e.

heat]: (M: [see also 3,}; =]) and Er-Raghib

says that is sometimes assigned to anything;

whether it be approved, as in the phrase above

mentioned; or disapproved, as in

in the Kur [1vi. 42, meaning And shade of smoke,

or black smoke]. (TA.) And J'SLEM means

£4.41 Jius [The shades ef Paradise]: (Fr, T,

T), K, TA:) in some copies of the K,

n.;», wiiieii is a mistake: (TA =) [but ibis

requires consideration ; for] El-’Abbés Ibn

Abd-El-Muttalib says,

40¢.
-.' '1 5'

' u”) QW'dwi’Wof '

III 14.)) ./ I’I.’

" J),J\aj-a~f_, ‘ garL-a ‘

[Before it thou wast good in, or in the shades of,

Paradise, and in a depositary in the part where

 

leaves are sewed together to conceal the pudenda];

(T, 0, TA;) i. e. before thy descent to the earth

(to which the pronoun in relates), thou wast

good in the loins of Adam when he was in

Paradise. (TA.) .55: Jim

[Paradise is beneath ihe shades of" the swords] is a

trad., meaning that fighting against unbelievers

is a way of attaining to Paradise. (Marg. note

in a copy of the “Jami’ es-Sagheer.)
is an appellation of A certain bird ;”[see lart.

*4! ;] and one says ; and

334?: but when you make them indeterminate,

you say (T, O, [But in

the TA in art. val, it is said that one dualizes

and pluralizes both nouns, because the appellation

becomes determinate.]) _Mi means

IThe blackness of the night: (T, s, 0,.Msb ;)

metaphorically thus termed; as in the say

ing, lei Us Litii [He came to us in the

blackness of the night]: ($, 0:) or it signifies

Q3" [app. as meaning the darkness, and

confusedness, ofthe night; see 8;]; (M, TA ,)

or so Jig": :) or this means the night, (M,

K, TA,) itsel ; (M, TA ;) so the astronomers

say: (TA:) all the night is and so is all

the period from the shining qf'the dawn to the

rising ofthe sun. (T.)—gig" is The colour

of the day when the sun predominates over it [app.'

meaning when the light of the sun predominates

over that of the early dawn].

.glsLj-ll means Such, of the clouds, as conceal the

sun : or the blackness of the clouds. (M, _

And 4.2M means The waves of the sea;

(0, K, TA ;) because they are raised so as to

shade the ship and those that are in it. (TA.)

_ also signifies A gt; (M, 0, 1;) that is

seen, (M, K,) [i. e. an apparition, a phantom, or

a thing that one sees like a shadow, i. e. what we

term a shade,] ofthejinn, or genii, and of others:

(M, 0, K:) ei- the like of a dig. ef the jinn.

(T.)-Also Anything that shades one. ~(TA.)‘

_And it is the subst. from 3&2" mean

ing “the thing covered me ;” (M,I_§;) [i. c. it

means A covering ;] in which sense Th explains

it in the phrase 1415s [Q [in the

Kur lxxvii. 30, Unto a covering having three

parts, or divisions]; saying, the meaning is that

the fire will have covered them; not that its

31? will be like that of the present world. (M.

[See And séilt 516 means +That which

serves for the veiling, covering, or protecting, of

the thing ,- syn. [Hence] one says,

u? A; i. e. 1 [Such a one lives]

in the shelter, or protection, of such a one. (T,*

$,O,Msb,‘K.') And $35913 ,iii'jis busfii,

(0, TA,) a saying of the Prophet, (0,; [meaning

f The sovereign, or ruling, power is God's means

if defence in the earth,] because he wards ofi‘
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harm from the people like as the [properly

so called] wards off the harm of the'heat of the

sun': (TA :) or the meaning is, 1- God’s means

of protection: or God’s 1.3L;- [or special

servant]. (O, TA.)_Also 1- Might; or power

of resistance or defence: (M, K, TA :) whence

[as some say] its usage in the Kur xiii. 35, and

the usage of [the pl.] in xxxvi. 56 and in

lxxvii. 41 : [but the primary signification is more

appropriate in these instances:] and so in the

saying, Lg [i. e. 1- He placed me

within the scope of his might, or power of resist

ance or defence] : so says Er—Raghib. (TA.) _

And 1A state of life ample in its means or

circumstances, unstraitened, or plentiful, and easy,

pleasant, sqfi, or delicate. (TA.)_. Also 1- The

beginning of winter. (T, O. [Accord to the

copies of the K, of youthfulness: but I think

that q,vl.;.."'-".lt in this instance, in the K, is evidently

a mistranscription for .E'é-JH) And 1- The

vehemence (T, O, qf the heat (T, O) of

summer. (T, O, K.)_Also 1- The [as

meaning person of a human being, and as mean

ing the bodily or corporealform orfigure or sub

stance which one sees from a distance, or the

material substance,] of anything; (M, K, TA;

[in the second and third of which is added, “ or

its 6.5,” a signification which I have mentioned

above’on the authority of the M;]) because of

its [apparent] blackness [or darkness, resembling

that of a shade or shadow] : (M, TA :) whence

the saying, 5] 1 [My pers'onjvill

not quit thy person]; like the saying, '9

33th ,8” : and the following exs. have been

cited-Iahsinitiinces of in the sense of

the saying of a poet,

a c i

Q j?

[as though meaning When we alighted, we raised

the material fabric of tents], for it is said that

they do not set up the which is the 135, but

they only set up the tents; and the saying of

another,

* '

[as though meaning He followed the shadows of

the material objects in the evening]: but Er

Réghib says that the former means, we raised

the tents, and so raised the thereof; and in

the ofiher ex., J12" is a general term, and {sill

[or .\._.s|] is a special term, so that it is an

instance of the of a thing to its kind [i. _e.

of prefixing a noun to one significant of its kind].

(TA.) [See also _ And accord. to Ibn

’Abbéd, (0,) it signifies also The nap, or villous

substance, upon the surface of a garment, or piece

ofcloth; syn.;.;);. (O,

all; i. q. [Continuance, residence, abode,

&c.]. (K.)—And i. q. 31s: thus accord. to

the copies of the K; but this'may be a mistran~

scription ; for Az and others mention, among the

so” so” is

cagupu ~

 

significations of 3:16, [in a copy of the T written

in this case, as in others, ' 3311’s,] that of 3;;

[q. v.]. (TA.)

iii; A thing that covers, or protects, [or shades,]

one, overhead: accord. to Lth, i. q. l 4%" or

512:. meaning a thing that shades one from the

sun: (Tz) see an ex. voce a covering:

55 I) '

and i. q. 3119;: (M,K:) this latter word cor

rectly signifies a fizr the summer: (TA in

art. J5); :) and a thing by which one is protected

from the cold and the heat: (M :) anything that

protects and shades one, as a building or a moun

tain or a cloud: (Mgh:) the first portion that

shades (AZ, $, of a cloud (AZ, or of

clouds,- ;) accord. to Er-Rzighib, mostly said

of that which is deemed unwholesome, and which

is disliked; whence the use of the word in the

Kur vii. 170: (TA :) and what shades one, of

trees: :) or anything that forms a covering

over one, (T, TA,) or shades one: (T :) and

[particularly] a thing like the 3.1.; [q. v.],

M, O, K,) by which one protects himselffrom the

heat and the cgld: (K :) or,' accord. to the

lawyers, ,llll means the 33; [or projecting

roof] over the door of the house : or that qfwhich

the beams have one end upon the house and the

other end upon the wall qf the opposite neighbour :

If) I a

(Mgh) n M (em, 0.1;) and as?- (M,

K.) [See also One says also, 5.313

a?” and JR" 'dl'jdf, meaning That whereby

one shades himself; TA,) of trees, or of stones,

or of other things, (TA,) [continued] ,0;

3.11;", in the Kur [xxvi. 189], is said to mean

[The punishment of the day of] clouds beneath

which was a hot wind (,,;.'.)= ($,0,1_<=) or

an overshadowing cloud, beneath which they col

lected themselves together, seeking protection thereby

from the heat that came upon them, whereupon

it covered them, (T,' K, TA,) and they perished

beneath it: (T, TA :) or, accord. to some, i. q.

i 3: n I r

’Ziallex 4.1;». (T: see art. cu.) And

is) e as: a in, '4: 0.0'0 an_

Julia-3 01') Jul 01 May)? £8,013, 1"

the Kur [xxxix. 18], means To them shall be

above them coverings offire, and beneath them

coverings to those below them; Hell consisting

of stages, one beneath another. (T, TA.) Sedi

tions, or conflicts and factions, are mentioned in

a trad. as being like Jig, by which are meant

Mountains, and clouds: and El-Kumeyt likens

waves of the sea to (TA.) And [the pl.]

JAB is used as meaning The‘chambers qf a

prison. (M, TA.)= See also

q- Jule; (same app- a PI- of

Jan}, like “iii-is ofJgL. (TA.)

Jib Water that is beneath a tree, (0,) or

beneath trees, upon which the sun does not

come. (0, K.) [See also 41.2.]

5311;, like is“, [so accord. to the K, but

in my copies of the s, wag] A thing that

shades one, (IAar, $, 0, K, TA,) such as a cloud,

 

(IAar, s, TA,) and the lihe. (IAar, TA.) [See

also

(his pl. of (s, M, O,K:)—and of

(M, K.)._..[Also, app., pl. ofJQlé: see

alf._Freytag has app. understood it to be

expl. in the K as syn. with 31%;; though it

certainly is not.] _See also (Jig.

(LU; A place having shade: (M,Kz)

or habing imam shade. (T, s, M, 0, 1;.) And

hence (M, K) Constant shade: (so

or extensive shade :_ (O :) or in this case the latter

word denotes intensiveness [meaning dense]; (M,

1;, TA ;) being likekti in the phrase

(TA.) M is in the Kur iv. 60 is said by

Er-Raghib’to be hn allusion to ease and pleasant

Iv on!

ness of life. (TA.) One says also Kg!

A collection of trees tangled, or lua-uriiznt, or

abundant and dense. (TA.) In the saying of

Uheyhah Ibn-El-Juléh, describing palm-trees,

' sew-Mower}: . '

shot ’I.‘ .w .a a

' seq-'9' weMi, .g *

[ISd says] in my opinion, he means ml 2:,ng

4,93." (:01; [so that the verse should be rendered

They are the shade in the heat, the shady thing,

the extremely shady, and the most goodly, the most

beautiful, thing at which one looks; (see the

' far I r a 8,

phrase ,gwi 5-. ,swl Isl, voce 5.9] the

inf. n. being put in the place of the subst.

'9 in the Kur [lxxvii. 31] means Not

pro'fitable as the shade in protecting from the

heat. (TA.)

iii-5th, (M, TA,) with fet-h, (TA,) the subst.

from the verb in the phrase ;él;

[expl. above, see 2; as such app. meaning either
l a

The making to give shade, like the infi n. J‘JLJ,

.r r '

or a thing that gives shade, like was]. (M,

4 ' 3

TA.) _ And i. q. [expl. above, see J15,

last quarter]: (0, K :) and so 53%, with b.

.rr

3%: see m._Also A cloud that one sees

by and of which one sees the shadow upon

the earth. (K.)-And one says,

gilt i. e. [app. meaning I[saw a

covert, or place of concealment, qf birds]. (TA.)

m A place in which a little water collects

and stagnates in a water-course and the like:

(Lth, T :) or a place in which water collects and

stagnates in the lower part of the torrent ofa

valley: (M,K:) or the like of an excavated

hollow in the interior of a water-course, such that

the water stops, and remains therein : (AA, 0 :)

pl. (Lth, AA, T, 0.) And A Wham

abounding with collections of trees, or of

dense and tangled trees: (AA, T, O, pl. as

above.

m A thing which a man makesfor himself,
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of trees, or of a garment, or piece of cloth, by

which to protect himselffrom the heat of the sun :

a vulgar word. (TA.)

Miq. all, i.e.A like [q.v.; or as

expl. in the L, in art. and, a (q. v.), or a

thing like the Zili, which is made upon the _flat

house-tops, for the purpose of guarding against

the dew that comesfrom the direction of the sea in

the time of the greatest heat] ; on the authority of

IAar. (T. [Accord to the 0 and K, i. q.

which is evidently a mistranscription.])

5 r

[JIIore, and most, dense in shade]. The

Arabs say,);.;- 2;; (,1; [There is not

anything more dense in shade than a stone].

at , 8 ,

(TA.)—And [as a subst., i. e.

accord. to a general rule, or, if regarded as origi

nally an epithet, it may be by poetic

license M, O, signifies The under

part, 0,) or the concealed part, (M, AHei,

Ii.) (s. M. 0.1;.) or of as

(Alfiei, TA,) [the former app. here used, as it is

said he in other cases, in the same sense as the

latter, meaning the foot,] of the camel; M,

O, AHei, K;) so called because of its being

concealed: (AHei, TA:) and, (M, in a

is I s I

human being, (M,) signifies qu;

(M, K;) and [15d says] this is in my opinion

6 I

the right explanation; but it is said that

Q6? signifies which means the

portion, of what is next to thefore part [of the

bottom] of thefoot,from the root of the great toe

to the root of the little toe, of the human being:

3 s

(M :) the pl. is ,JJs, which is anomalous, (M,

K,) or formed after the manner of the pl. of an

,0 35

epithet: (M :) or QLJ'?‘ U! Jléill means the

» 3t ' _s ,

roots, or bases, (Jyal) of what are termed Q’Lg

Eel-3:)“, next to the fore part [of the bottom] of

the foot. (Ibn-’Abbad, O.) Hence the prov.,

I) r I In ,3 I A r I

um. v.35 in sushi, o; [Ifthefore part of

the sole of thyfoot be bleeding, the sole of my foot

has become worn through, in holes: see éhl]:

said to the complainer to him who is in a worse

condition than he. (AHei, TA.)

Jib [app. 515;, being from of which the

nor. is jdjé; A place of shade, or of continual

rd a

shade]. One says, Ufa, tlh

[This is my nightly resting-place jbr the camels,

and my place of abode, and my tent, and my

place ofshade, or of continual shade]. (TA.)

$15; A thing having shade; by means of which

one ihades himself; as also ' (Mgh.)

And [A cloudy day ;] a day having clouds: or

having continual shade. (TA.)

(T, s, M, Msb. K) and (T, M.

'Msb, K,) the former with kesr to the ,0 as an

instrumental noun, (Mgh,) [and the latter with

i fet—h as a noun of place,] A large tent of [goats’]

hair; O, Msb;) more ample than the 1%.;

so says El-Farabee: (Msh =) one of the kinds 'ef

tents of the Arabs of the desert, the largest of the

tents of [goats’] hair; next after which is the

Brits; and then, the $5., which is the smallest

of the tents of [goats’]’hair; so says AZ: but

Aboo_Malik says that the and the ebb are

small and large: IAar says that the 1;;- is of

poles roofed with [the panic grass called] his,

and is not of cloths; but the is of cloths :

(T =) or it is qfthe ems called; (M ,) such

as is large, ofthe ;) and it is said to

be only of cloths; and it is large, having a 615)

[q. v.] ; but sometimes it is of one oblong piece of

cloth and of two such pieces, and of three;

and sometimes it has a Ilia, which is its hinder

part: or, accord. to Th, it is. peculiarly of

[goats’] hair: (M:) see also file, and

the pl. is; (M, Msh;) and qua; or (in;

occurs at the end of a verse of Umeiyeh Ibn

Abee-’Ai'dh El—Hudhalee, for JUEQ; the [latter]

,J being either elided, or changed into (5. (M.)

1,31.“ I" ’ 1.51.23 siéi,’ 163i t2

V m [A pretecct: what is the pretext qf tent

pegs, and qfpins for fastening together the edges

of the pieces of the tent-cloth, and of the 170108 of

the large tent? g0 yeforth: he who has married

among you has a tentfor shadefrom the sun :] is

a prov., and was said by a. girl who had been

married to a man, and whose family delayed to

conduct her to her husband, urging in excuse

that they had not the apparatus of the tent: she

said this to urge them, and to put a stop to their

excuse: (Meyd, TA:') and the prov. is applied

in attributing untruth to pretexts. (Meyd.)—

Hence, as being likened thereto, fA booth, or

shed, made ofpalm-stichs, and covered with [the

panic grass called] ,Q}. (Mgh.)—And The

thing [i. e. umbrella] by means of which kings are

shaded on the occasion of their riding; called in

Pers. (TA.)

.54)
.

QM“ [A booth, or shed, shaded over] is

from Jig“.

a 8

3115;: see

3 :l)

Jib-n Blood that is in the d;- [or belly, or

interior of the belly, or the chest]. (T, 0.)—

And [Az says,] I heard a man of the tribe of

rl‘eiyi apply the term [so accord. to a

' 5 ,0;

copy of the T, but in the TA $2.41,] to

Certain thinflesh, adhering to the interior of the

twofietloch-joints of the camel, than which there is

in the flesh of the camel none thinner, nor any

softer, but there is in it no grease. (T.)

1. " '-, aor. = , inf. h. ($,Mgh, 0, Msh,

K,) said of a camel, ($, O, Msb, K,) and of a

 

 

man also, (Msb, TA,) and, by Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

of a horse, (S, TA,) [and likewise said of a dog,

(see align He limped, or halted, syn. be

(s, 0, Msb, a. TA,) and 5;; (TA;) or

was slightly lame: (Mgh :) what it signifies

resembles [or natural lameness], and therefore

it is said to be a slight (Mgh.) One says,

are .331, (s, 0, L, K,) s Prov. (0. L.)

meaning Ascend thou the mountain with knowledge

[or because] of thy limping, or slight lameness, not

jading thyself: (L :) or deal gently with thyself, and

burden not thyself with more than thou art able to

do: z) or impose upon thysel , ofwhat is dz'fii'cult,

[only] what thou art able to do; for he who ascends

a ladder or stair, or a mountain, when he is one

who limps, or has a slight lameness, deals gently

with himself; i. e. exceed not thy proper limit in

thy threatening, but see thy deficiency, and thine

impotence to execute it : (O, K :') and some say

{531, with n, meaning rectify thine afiair first;

(O, ;) or as meaning abstain, and restrain

thyself,- (O;) or, accord. to AZ, abstain thou,

for I know thy vices, or faults: (TA:) or the

meaning of both is, be silent, because, or in con

sideration, of the fault that is in thee. (Ks, O,

K!) One says also, cl; with kesr

to the ,3, [meaning Charm thou thy slight lame

ness, to cure it,] from £3,111. and it is said in

another prov.,

bi e12 e}!

[app. meaning Charm thou thy slight lameness,

that it may become mitigated : see art. Visa: the

final \ in being what is termed

not a radical]. (O, And “I; é [Be

cautious, because, or in consideration, qf thy

limping]: said when there is a. vice, or fault, in

a man, and you chide him in order that it may

not be called to mind: (0, K: [for in the

CK, I read as in other copies of the K

and in the O:]) and to this he replies, or may

reply, (TA. [See also art. [433]) And

“12%;! [Act gently, or with deliberation,

or restrain thysel , because qf thy limping];

meaning thou art weak; thereforesrefi-ain from

that which thou art not able to do. (O, [See

also art. And UL: “it; '25
~08 n) o a I

.9”! 0H, meaning He will not mind thine

afair (Hr, O, whom thy condition does not

grieve : (Hr, O :) or, originally, he will not pause

because of thy limping, when thou laggest behind

thy companions on account of thy weakness, who

does not care for thy case. (Hr, O, K.‘ [See,

again, art. tun-Also, said of a man, IHe

stopped short, and lagged behind. (TA.) _

fit; {35% I The land became straitened

with its inhabitants, by reason of their multitude;

(A’Obeyd, $, 0, it would not bear them, by

reason of their multitude, like the beast that limps

with its load because qf its heaviness. (Z, TA.)

I‘ U
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._ said of a bitch, 1 She desired copulation.

(As, 0, K, TA.) And said ofa dog, + He

desired to copulate. (TA.)=l;'-;; She

(a woman) contracted and inclined her eye.

(TA.)

4. CUM He made his camel, or beast, that he

rode, to limp, or become lame. (A, TA.)

5. In the following saying of a poet,

* .5 ’,,...’*j=i 1.; in; c; e

" 8L2: and

18d thinks the meaning to be, [And that was not

a crime, or an oflbnce, that I committed against

them, nor envy on my part] arising in their

minds, and occurring hastily to their understand

ings. (TA.)

511;, thus with fet-h to the J, A. decliningfrom

the truth, orfrom that which is right; and a sin,

crime, fault, or misdeed. (TA.)

I. 1 a ’r

is g

A disease in the legs of a beast, not from

journeying nor from fatigue, (Lth, K, TA, [in

the O inadvertently written tiéfl) in conse

quence of which it limps. (Lth, TA.)

I/imping, or halting; [or slightly lame ;]

applied to a camel, and a horse, [&c.,] (S,)

[i.e.,] to a beast, (TA,) to the male and the

female alike, (Lth, O, K, TA,) to the former as

a part. n., and to the latter as a possessive noun,

(TA,) like jade, (Lth, O,TA;) or the fem. of

élu; is tale, (5, 0, K,TA,) but one does not

say 53.0fm (0, TA :) [pl. One says, '§

.9319! a5; [I will not sleep until

the limping dogsleeps]; (O, K;) a prov., (0,)

meaning, until the dogs become still; (0, K ;)

because the 8%, of dogs, waits until there re

mains none other, and then copulates, and sleeps:

(As,O,K:)_or the CJLB is the dog that is

lasting for the female; for such does not sleep;

and the saying is applied to him who is mindfill

of his affair, who does not neglect it: _ or the

bitch. that is lusting for the male; because the

dogs follow her, and will not let her sleep. (0,

K.) 7. Also Inclining, or declining : (O,

like cats. (TA.) _ And [Declining from the

truth, or from that which a right; (see ;)]

committing a sin, crime, fault, or misdeed. (TA.)

_ And Suspected. ($, 0, = In the saying

of Ru-beh,

r'd 1 .u a o r 3 a r

* lallsll was: up '

[And ye women vie with the contracted and

inclined eyes], he means 52%” [see 1, last

sentence,] using the word in the manner of a

possessive noun. (TA.)

592;, applied to a load, i. q. [i.e.

Heavily burdening, or oeerburdening, km; or

caming to limp]. (TA.) ,

 
I a

an epithet applied to a horse [and the

like, as meaning That limps, or halts, much].

(TA.)

\J-LB

1. (s, M, 0,) or Elisa, (15,) a012,,

inf. n. (M,) He hit in his [or cuceh

hoof] M, O, the animal of the chase ($,

M, O) at which he had shot or cast, ($,O,) or

the SL1, [a term including the antelope and the

we (K-) = (s, M, 0, K,) em. .

and’-, (M, K,) inf. 11. tile, (M, TA,) He made

his foot-marks to be unapparent, in order that he

might not be tracked: or he went, or

walked, upon hard and rugged ground, in order

that his foot-marks might not be insible (S, M,

O, upon it; 0;) as also 7 hum; M,

L, TA ;) in the K, erroneously 'aflLB. (TA.)

_And 1d (a herd of camels driven

together) wds taken along ground such as is

termed Jill's, (which means rugged ground, such

as does not show foot-marks, M,) in order that

the foot-marks thereof might not be followed.

(sod-And (M. 1s.) we, (M,)

or ,-, (TA,) inf. n. evil-B, (M, TA,) He followed

their foot-marks. (M, = Jig,

(T, s, M, 0, K,) (s, 0, K,) at n

(S, 0,) He withheld himself from doing it, or

coming to it; O, namely, a thing:

0:) or he restrained himself from it ,- (T,

namely, a thing that would disgrace him: (T:)

or he withheld himself from the love, or blamable

love, qfit; namely, a. thing. (M.) And

.122, (T, M,) aor.,-, inf. n. .3113, He withheld

him from it; namely, an affair: (M :) or he

made him to be, or become, far, or aloof, from

it; or to avoid it,- namely, a thing; as also

linen (T, TA.) And [alone] He with—

held him from that in which was no good.

= Uéjill ails, (M, K,) [aor. = ,] inf. n. bills,

(S,‘ M, TA:) The ground was rugged, not showing

a foot~marh. (S," M, And w,

inf. n. 5:11;, 1Iis means of subsistench became

hard, strait, or difiicult. =

I35 (31:, aor. = , inf. n. Jig, Mg mind, or said,

abstained, or refrained, from a thing.

== [And accord. to the KL, as an inf. n.

signifies The being inqfl‘ectual (i. e. unretaliated,

or uncompensated by a mulct, as expl. below);

said of blood; and so (which is also expl.

below) : ._ and the being concealed].

Orr

2. .3,» J15, (IAar, T, 0, K,) inf. n.

(0,) He exceeded it; (IAar, T, O, K;) i. e. [a

certain number of years in age, as, for instance,]

[we], (Tape [fifluh (00

and so and 3.113 and &c. (T, TA.)

3. Imus: see 1, former half: it is a mistake,

in the 1;, for Jam. (TA.)

4. JAM, said of a man, (IAar, T, 0,) or of a

company of_men, (M,) He, or they, became, or

 

came to be, (IAar, T, M, O, in, or upon, a

hard place, (IAar, T, 0,) or in, or upon, what

a an! e z

is termed 35,.LBI (M, K) and =

1411.51 : see 1, in two places. I

agile, of ground, or land, Such as is rugged,

that will not show any foot-mark,- (M ;) as also

kills: (5; M =) or so (s, K) and

V511]; and 7m: (K:) and 7&1]; signifies

ground such as horses like to run upon : (T :) or

(i. e. the last) a place elevated above theth

and the mud,- and so 'Jiufi; ;) this last

thus expl. by Ibn-’Abbéd: ((5 z) or this last and

7 £2.95, accord. to ISh, (TA,) or 'Jlii and

7 hill}, (so accord. to a copy of the T, in which

the authority is not mentioned,) signify ground,

or land, in which the foot-mark will not appear,

and which is high and rugged: and accord. to

Fr, 7 and V signify ground, or land,

that will not show it foot-mark; as though it

were prevented from doing so: (T, TA :) and

V tilts, (so in a copy of the T,) or" Jam, (so in

the TA,) accord. to Fr, signifies such ds is sofi,

of ground, or land: but accord. to IAar, such as

is hard, and does not show a foot-mark,- in which

is no softness, so as to be difi‘icult to him who walks

upon it; nor sand, so that the camels would have

their feet burnt upon it,- nor stones, so that they

would be chafed, or abraded, in the soles of their

feet, upon it : and it is also expl. (by IAar, TA)

as meaning such as is rugged and hard, of ground,

or land: (T, TA :) and 'ih-U; signifies high

ground, or land, that will not show a foot-mark.

[See also _ [In the CK, $121!

is erroneously put for bill?" as relating to the

means of subsistence] = also signifies In

efl‘ectual, null, or void.- and allowable.

one says, 213 5.43, (M. s, M, as»

and ' (AA, T,s,M,0,1.<,) and Y

(M,) as also and lieu; (AA, 0) [and M],

.His blood went for nothing; as a thing of" no

account; inefl'ectually; or in vain,- unrctaliated,

or uncompensated by a mulct. (AA, T, $, M,

0, It»)

[‘6th in Her p. 312, there said to be used

as meaning Continence, and disdain qf base

actions, is app. _a mistake for ail-£31, infi n. of 1
in the phrase silk] i. 1.

Jill-E5 The [meaning clot-en hoof] qfany

ruminant (T, M) of the bovine kind and the like;

(T ;) [i. e.] it is an appertenance of the bovine

kind and of the sheep and goat (S, O, Msb, K)

and of the gazelle or antelope ($, 0, K) and the

hhe, (0, Msb,1_(,) which a to them like the

to man, (Msb,) or like the)3 to us : one

says the J;) and); ofa man, and the)“; of a

horse, and the of a camel and of an ostrich,

and the of a bovine animal and of asheep

sea!

or goat [and the like]: (181:, T, TA :) pl. 56%!

(s, M, 0, Mo, K) , and _¢;¢= (s. 0, as end
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is applied, by ’Amr Ibn-Maadee-kerib, to

the hOQfS qfhorses, M, 0,) as is said by Lth

and A2 and IF, by poetic license, (0,) meta

phorically: 0:) and by El-Akhtal, meta

phorically, to the feet of men. (M, IB, TA.)

[Its dual is used in the K, in explanations of the

words 515 and girl, in the latter instance on

the authority of Lh, as meaning The two

halves of a cloven h0qf.] And one says, L;

lid-B [app. meaning I have not had

the’trouble of, bringing to thee so much as the

hoof of a gazelle or the like]. (AZ, TA inzart.

q- to) And as, tpég eel.» o»

[He eats it with a lateral tooth, and treads it

with a cloven hoof; app. meaning, vehemently].

(TA.) _ It is sometimes used as meaning

{Cloven-hoqfed animals. (TA.) One says, L;

$15 all I[He possesses not

cambls, n01: horses or asses or mules, nor sheep or

goats or other cloven-hoqfed beasts]. (TA in art.

._ It also signifies [or implies] The making

consecutive progressions in walking and in other

actions, (T, or, accord. to the L, in a thing.

(TA.) One says, *6 cl; Jig?!

(T, A, 0, TA) i. e. The camels came following

one another. (A, TA. [See also a similar phrase

voce Jig-J) And U1;

and 4.13 l The sheep, or goats, of such a

one, Ilabe all o‘f them broughtforth [app. one after

another]. (M.)—Also A thing that is suitable

to the requirements of a man, and of a beast:

(M :) and an object qfdesire: (M, O, and

an object of want. (T, One says,

his Such a one attained what was suitable

to his requirements, and what he desired: and

sometimes one says the like of any beast that

finds, or lights on, or meets with, that which he

likes. 5‘3" is a prov., (M,

0,) applied to him’who finds the means of attain

ing that which he seeks; (Meyd ;) meaning [The

beast jbund what was suitable to its requirements;

or,] what withheld it [fi'om other things] and

prevented its desire [thereof]. (A, TA. [See

also Freytag’s Arab. Prov., ii. 807]) And one

’40 J

says, Still The sheep, or goat, found

suitable pasturage; and therg'ore did not quit it :

(K, TA :) a prov. mentioned by Fr; applied to

him, of men and of beasts, that finds what is

suitable to him. (TA.) And,Zin this 5..

A country ofsuch as are suitable to sheep or goats.

(M.) And 3;; He found what he loood,

(0,) or what he desired, (K,) and what was

suitable to him,- (TA;) said of aman. (0.)

And 5.1;; l; I did not find with

him the object of my want. (TA.)=See also

Jill's, near the middle of the paragrapb._.[In

some copies of the K, Jul-Edi is erroneously put

for Jilin as relating to the bleans of subsistence.

And in the CK is erroneously put for
0.1 I e I

as meaning (rt-II

Ivr

til-B [as an inf. n. : see 1, last quarter._

Also] Hardness, or difliculty, ($, 0, K,) or

Bk. I.

 

coarseness, (M,) in the means qfulbn'stence:

M, O, K:) thus the word is correctly written:

not 511-9, as we find it written in [copies of] the

K: [nor Jib, as in the CK:] and vigil!

occurs in a trad., (O,TA,) meaning; straitness,

and hardness or dificulty, and coarseness, of the

means of subsistence. (TA.)= See also $113,

in three places, near the beginning of the para

graph.: And see the last sentence of that para

graph. _ Also Anything that is easy, or of light

estimation, paltry, or despicable; [as also ;]

syn. Jéa, (M,) or (TA.):

See also Jilf, latter half. _ And see

gills: see $113, former half, in three places.

=Q£Jl Juli, [accord to the CK viz" bills,

but this is a mistranscription,] and wifn ' Juli,

(M, O, A man who withholds himselffrom

the have, or blamable love, qfa thing: or

one who abstains from that which is indecorous;

06 J a 0: Jr Ibo

syn.(,:..s'a'Jl (0,1_<.) And wulais Sir!

i. q. i}, [app. A woman strong to

resist, in her own estimation; and therefore

meaning one who abstains from that which is

indecorous: Golius renders it mulier pudica, et

de honore suo sollicita]. TA.)=:See also
.1 r

{'3 . .

[quill in Bar p. 623, there said to mean The

restraining the soul from its desire, or blamable

inclination, is app. 9. mistranscription for Jig",

inf. n. of Jim

Ir. I 1

JUL : see = Also A certain brand, or

mark made with a hot iron, upon a camel; and

so 1 (0,15.)

.Irr

AME :

ning._[Hence, perhaps,] one says, Lél,

961E" “1;, (TA, [there said to be abjLJJ)

0r QLLL’JUI, (so in a copy of the T, [i.e.

V .lyliéfilu) meaning [God made him to keep to]

a state of hardship and straitness. (T, TA.)

Ia;

Rifle :

£3113 : =and =Also The [lower] end of

the [curved piece of wood called the] [that lies

against the side, at thefore part and at the hinder

part,] of the [hind ofsaddle called] ‘.55, and g

the [hind called] JLéal, and the like; being in

what is next to the ground, of the sides thereof:

(Lth, T, TA t).01' its pl., which is (s, M,

O, and V bills, (0, K, [or rather the latter is

a coll. gen. n.,]) signifies the four pieces of." wood,

(s, M, 0, K,) ofthe [oaddu called the] J; and

of the [saddle called the] “’5, ($, 0,) that are

upon the two sides qfthe camel, ($, M, O, the

lower ends of which touch the ground when they

are put down upon it; in the [orfore part

of the saddle] are two (i. e. 0612), and so in

the 831;; [or hinder part], [and they are the

I I

see bills, in two places, near the begin

.» _

see clue, in four places:_and see

lower portions of the gigs-o; O, for the

 

parts above them, nerct to the [pieces of wood called

the] are [called] the gig, and the

elongated pieces of wood upon the sides of the

camel are the [p]. of ($,O:) AZ

says that the upper portions of the Q“, [a

mistake for the as is shown by what

follows,] next to the it}, are [called] the

96.22; below them being the gliitla, which

are the lower parts of the of the L713 and

of the 5313;. (T, TA.)_.[Hence] one says,

“12 bills, meaningkljvl (,1; I [They

stood upon their extremities, i. e. their

(TA.)—And ,3 min; ul'a 1% are

on the verge qfdn ajair, or event. (TA.)_ See

also

km A smooth stone or rock, or a hard,

smooth, large stone, (iii-2,) even with the ground,

(T, O, round (3),»), (so in a copy ofthe T,

[i. e. s,§3.2,]) or extended (5,313). (0,1_<.)

Jib [a pl. of which the sing. is not men

tioned: accord. to general analogy, the sing.

should be JEUE]. means Hard

J” [or divided hoqfs]: (s, O,Kt) the latter

word being a. corroborative. ($, 0.)

A rough, or rugged, place, M, O,

K, TA,) in which is much sand. (M, TA. [See

also Sikh—And A man ($, 0) evil in con

dition (T, $, M, in respect of his means of

subsistence: (T :) and low, abject, or abased, and

weak. (M, O, K.)._And An affair that is

hard, or diflicult : :) anything diflicult to one

to seek: (IDrd, M, 0:) and evil hard to be

borne, or severe. (s, O.)__ See also

Also Hardship, or difliculty. (O,

i 4

Uéb 3 He went away with it, or took it away, -

without compensation, or without price: (T, $, M,

1; =) and so um}. (Yoo, TA in art. amt.)

And He went away with, or

took away, my young man, or slave, without

price. (AZ, $, 0.) _ See also til-lit, last

sentence. = He took him by the

base of his neck. (0, ,K,‘ TA.) _. See also what

here follows.

fEEQE'E-f gal, (s, M! or L?) or ' fife-93f,

and ' em!) ($7 0! K!) ' “5%) (T: M, '

L,) He took it altogether, or whblly, (T,' s, 0,

K,) or with its root, or base, and wholly, (M, L,)

not leaving of it anything : (T, $, M, O, L, K :)

so says AZ. (5.)

A piece of rugged, or rough, ground.

(T:) or ground, O,K,) or hard ground,

(TA,) in which are sharp stones, as though its

composition were that ofa mountain: O, K,

TA t) pl. Jalsi. (T, s, lot.)

I 8.4
o

59,134 An animal of the chase, at which one

242
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has shot or cast, hit in his [or cloven hoof].

(Yaakoob,

ALB

LL12, aor. , , has for its inf. n. in, (M,

high, K, and so in some copies of the or

Villa, (so in other copies ofthe or both, (T,)

or the latter is a simple subst., (T, M, Msb, TA,)

which is put in the place of the inf. n., (TA,

[and the same is indicated in the T and K by the

saying that the proper inf. n. is with fet-h,]) and

' w, TA,) or this is likewise a simple

subst., (Msb,) and 'm, [or this also is a

simple subst.,] and 7 also is said to be an

inf. n. like jib, these two being like and

J5, [or it is a simple subst. like as is said

to be, or it is an inf. n. of 3, as such occurring in

the middle of this paragraph,] or, accord. to Kr,

it is pl. ofjilé [like as ELI? is pl. of

(TA:) [ when intrans. generally means He

did wrong; or acted wrongfully, unjustly,

ously, or tyrannically: and when trans., he

wronged,- or treated, or used, wrongfully, un

justly, injuriously, or tyrannically; or he mis

used :] accord. to most of the lexicologists, (Er

Raghib, TA,) primarily, (As, T, s, Mgh,) v

signifies the putting a thing in a place not its

own; putting it in a wrong place; misplacing it:

(As, T, S, M, Er-Raghib, Msb, z) and it is

by exceeding or by falling short, or by deviating

from the proper time and place: (Er-Raghib,

TA :) or the acting in whatsoever way one phases

in the disposal of the property of another: and

the transgressing the proper limit: (El-Munawee,

TA :) [i. e.] the transgressing the proper limit

much or little : (Er-Raghib, TA 2) or, accord. to

some, it primarily signifies Haifa [as meaning
lthe making to safer loss, or detriment]: (MF,

TA :) and it is said to be of three kinds, between

man and God, and between man and man, and

between a man and himself; every one of which

three is really [i. e. a wrongdoing to one

]: (Er-Raghib, TA :) [when it is used as a

simple subst.,] the pl. ofm, accord. to Kr, is

,Z‘SLB, as mentioned above, and 7 with

(_lamin, is said to be syn. withgig, or a pl. thereof,

[of an extr. form, commonly regarded as that of

a quasi-pl. n.,] like (TA.) One says,

LLB [IIe who asks, or

desires, the wolf to keep guard surely does wrong,

or puts a thing in a wrong place]: a prov.

Msb.) And Sui (As, T, s,) a

prov., meaning [thoso resembles his father in a

quality, or an attribute,] he has not put the likeness

in a wrong place. (As, T. [See art.

If; in the Kur [xviii. 31], means

0 J94 Dar

“1.5), [i. e. And made not aught thereof to

suf'er loss, or detriment]: and in like

manner Fr explains the saying in the Kur [ii. 54

 

and vii. 160], bité 5.63 L33

And they made not us td safer loss, or

detriment, by that which they did, but themselves

they made to safer loss, or detriment: (T, TA:) in

which sense it seems to be indicated in the A that

the verb is tropical. (TA.)—It is also trans.

by means of .p; as in the phrase in the Kur [vii.

101 and xvii: 61] 91,1123, because the mean

ing is [i. e. And they disbelieved in them],

referring to the :15 [or signs]; (M, TA;") the

verb having this meaning tropically or by im

plication; or being thus made trans. because im

plying the meaning of afiiaéfl : or [the meaning

is, and they wronged themselves, or the people,

because of them; for], as some say, the .3 is

causative, and the objective complement, i. e.

01/”! r

Mt, or 9A2", is suppressed. (TA.)—And

it is doubly trans. by itself: (TA:) one says,

)5" a”

an.- [He made him to sufer loss, or detri

ment, of his right, or due; or defrauded, or de

spoiled, or deprived, him of it]; and hi;- i

(M.I.<=) [and] you say. [as

well as (it; w, opcurring’ in a verse cited

in the M,] meaning Ulla [i.e. Such a one

caused me to safer loss, &c., of my property].

(s) It is said in the Km [iv. 44], a it? 5,;
is I!’ ’0' is I: a); Sr!

5,; (J " ,uq, for 5,; (Johnna. v, and the

verb is made doubly trans. because the meaning

DJJJBI

is AWL-.3 '<) [i. e. Verin God will not despoil

them, or deprive them, of the weight of one of the

smallest of ants, or a grab of an ant, &c.]: or

'05; digits, may be put in the place of the inf. n.,

for '2'; [i. e. with a paltry

spoliation or deprivation, such as the weight ofone of

the smallest of ants, &c.]. _ One says also,

and [these two nouns being

inf. ns. of 7 13¢, or the former, as mentioned

above, is, accord. to some, an infi n. of11,112,]

meaning or [i. e. He desired the

wronging, &c., of him]. (M, ._ w,

inf. n. [or 1212?], also means Ile imposed

upon him a thing that was above his power,or ability.

(TA.) And .He is askedfor a thing that is

above his power, or ability. (SJ—And one

says, 3.9;)! I He slaughtered the camel with

out duém. (s, 1;, TA.) And iii?»

T The she-camel was slaughtered without disease .

or was covered without her desiring the stallion.

(M.) And its?" I The he-ass leaped

the she-ass TA) before her time : (TA :) or

when she was pregnant: (K, TA :) so in the A.

’4; ’0)

(TA.)—And .1311 ,m, (5,15,) int. n. ,u.

[or '2], (s,) 1H8 gave to drink ofthe milk of

his skin before its becoming thick K, TA) and

its butter’s coming forth. (TA. [And the like is

said in the T and M.]) Andjéilllgll; + He

gave to drink to the people, or party, (T, M, K,)

milk before it had attained to maturity, (T, K,)

as related on the authority of A’Obeyd, (T,) or

 

[milk Silo/L as a termedfw: (M =) but this is

a mistake: it is related bn the authority of

Ahmad Ibn-Yahya [i. e. Th] and AHeyth that

one says, sling m, and 6311, meaning I

drank, or gave to drink, what was in the skin,

and the milk, before its attaining to maturity and

the extracting of its butter: accord. to 18k, one

says,gin $1115, [but I think that it is

correctly 4,“) w, agreeably with a

verse cited in the T and M,] meaning I gave to

drink [to the people, or party,] the contents of my

milk-skip, before the thickening thereqfi

And w is said of anything as meaning 1- I

did it hastily, or hurriedly, before its proper time,

or season. (M, TA.)_,_,é;;JI means

1 I made the watering-trough in a place in which

watering-troughs should not be made. (131:, T.)

And means I He dug the ground in

what was not the place ofdigging : (M, K, TA :)

or when it had not been dug before. And,

said of a torrent, 1 It furrowed the earth in a

place that was not furrowed. And ’15

éngll, said of a torrent, IIt reached the cm,

[or wide water-courses containingfine, or broken,

pebbles, &c.], not having reached them before.

(A, TA.) And (5919,13; IThe water q" the

valley reached a place that it had not reached

before. (Fr, T, s, K, TA.)_Wheu men have

added upon the grave other than its own earth,

[#5153 '9 I [Transgress not ye the proper limit]

is said to them. (TA.)—And one says, '§

(5341:." + Turn not thou from the

main part, or the beaten track, of the road.

(M.) And E115 ’5) +Turn not thou

from a at all. (T.) And 3.951;);
a

+ [He kept to the road, and] did not turnfrom it

to the right and left. (TA.)_Aiid i;

5,? (T, 1;, TA) IWhat has prevented thy

doing TA) such a thing? (TA.) A man

complained to Abu-l-Jarrah of his suffering

indigestion from food that he had eaten, and he

0 a O i 44/ I

said to him, up 0‘ M u +[What has

prevented thy vomiting ?]. (Fr, T.) And one

says, lié: L; T What has prevented

thee from such a thing? Respecting the

saying

* 5.; t “1; as '

[addressed by a. man to a woman who had in—

vited him to visit her], Fr says, they say that the

meaning is d; [Truly, or in truth; i. e. He

said, Yes, 0 Meiya, truly, or in truth, I will

visit thee] ; and it is a prov.; (T;) orjlgjapl,

053131;"; L53, is a prov.; (Meyd ;) and thus

it was expl. by IAar, as used in the manner of

an oath: but Fr says, in my opinion the meaning

is, and a day in which is a cause of prevention

shall not prevent me: [so that the words of the

hemistich above may be rendered, he said, Yes,

0 Meiya, though the day present an obstacle,

for I will overcome every obstacle]: (T:)
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1.70/1 Ir:

accord. to Kruuléjxlt, (3&5

acne came truly, or in truth: [or it may be

rendered such a one came though the day pre

sented an obstacle :] but in the saying

jui means Such

I” so, r ,0, :e. t?

' use In":as ch91 c1 '

4/11 )0! I

the meaning is said by some to be LLAB ,oxll;

[i. e. Verilg separation is to-day, and the day has

wronged (us)]: or, as some say, ALB here means,

has put the thing-in a wrong place: (Mz)

accord. to 13k, the phraselzllii means

[And, or but, or though,] the day has put the

afl'air in a wrong place. (T.) [See also Freytag's

Arab. Prov. ii. 911.] =AE, said of the night:

see 4.

2. 1.12, inf. n. (T, s, the") He told

him that he wastl; [i. e. doing wrong or acting

wrongfully &c., 0; a wrongdoer]: (T:) or be

attributed, or imputed, to him [i. e. wrong

doing, &c.]. (S, M, Msb, And He (a

judge) exactedjusticefor him from his wronger,

and aided him against him._

3: see 1, in the middle of the paragraph.

4. ,Uél, said of the night, (Fr, T, S, M, Msb,

K,) and 'Alii, (Fr, T, S, the latter with

kesr, like éol, [erroneously written in

the TT as from the Mi,ng It became dark,

K;) or it became black; (M ;) or it came with

its darkness. (Mgh.) It is said in the Kur [ii.

19], [And when it becomes

dark to thein they stand still]; the verb being

intrans.: o'r, accord. to the Ksh, and Ed follows

it, it may be trans; [so that the meaning is, and

when He makes their place dark &c.] ; as is

shown by another reading, which is bllfil:

accord. to AHei, it is known by transmissioh as

Only intrans.; but Z makes it to be trans. by

itself; Ibn-Es-Salah affirms it to be trans. and

intrans.; and As [so in the TA, but correctly

'10:, rid!

lSd, in the M,] mentions the saying,ALBUAM:

a," 1- [He spoke, and made dark to us

the house, or chamber, or tent], meaning he made

us to hear what we disliked, or hated, the verb

being trans. (TA.)—And They entered

upon. the ’0';le [or darkness, or beginning of

night]: M, Msb, z) or, as in the Mufradat

[of Er-Raghib], they became in darkness. (TA.)

_And they said, l; and L; [How

dark is it! and How light, or bright, is it 1];

which is anomalous. ($,TA.)=And ALB!

3.5.5! The front teeth glistened. (T, Hence

the saying [of a poet],

' $9: @111 s11“; '51. "
t .Lsi LLQLLB a”: t

[as though meaning, "When the beholder of her

with his eye looks at the fineness, or sharpness,

(but 7:); is variously explained,) of her central

teeth, it shines brightly, and glistens: but Az

plainly indicates another meaning; i. e.,-he sees

 

(lit. lights on, or findg) brightness and lustre; for

he immediately adds, without the intervention of

e 05 _ I _ _ rdi

, or ,1, evidently 1n relation to tlns verse,] nLél

v: If at,

Qt.» ,m, 12;.5 Qtél (2?: (T =) [and

ISd cites the verse above with the substitution of

49;.) for 4:31;; and'of for immediately
r; r

after saying that] signifies he looked at the

teeth and saw lustre (M.) [In the K,

next after the explanation of 33.?" A151 given

above, it is added thatALB! said of a man signi

fies .Qtéit thus, with fet-h, to the s,

accord. to the TA: in my MS. copy of the

n :0 I I c

and in the CK, 1413, which 1s doubtless a mis

transcription.] .

5 (T, $, M, K, [but in some copies

of the $, 4;; is omitted,]) He complained of his

Ari-bi [or wrongdoing, &c.], ($, M,

[to the judge] : (T:) in some copies of the S,

(TA.)—And signifies also He

trdnsfer-red the responsibility for .the [or

wrongdoing, &c.,] upon himself, (M, accord.

to IAar, who has cited as an ex.,

0 :- “1,5, :51;

[as though meaning She used, when she was angry

with me, to trangfer the responsibility for the

wrongdoing upon herself; which may mean that

she finally confessed the wrongdoing to be hers] ;

but [ISd says] I know not how that is: the

0": r 01/

“fibula "
,

1,123 in this case is only the complaining of
l 03

,Lléll; for when she was angry with him, it

was not allowable [to say] that she attributed

the to herself. (M.) _ she also 1, former

half, in two places.

6. ,ltgilt)w (S, M, Msb) The people, or com

pany of men, treated, or used, one another wrong

fully, unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically (

(M, Msb.) _ And [hence]

L53,th IThe goats smote one another

with lhei; horns by reason of their being fat and

having abundance of herbage. (IAar, M, TA.)

One says, 1 lVe found a

land whereof the goats smote one another with

their horns by reason of satiety and liveliness.

(T, TA.)

7: ,see the next paragraph.

8. (T, s, M, K) and ,Lth and

(S, M,) which last is [said to be] the’most usual,

(S,) [but I have mostly found the first to be used,]

of the measure (33331, ($, M,) He took upon him

self [the bearing of] [or wrong, &c.,] in

spite of difl‘iculty, trouble, or inconvenience:

o 5

TA :) or he bore JAN! [or wrong, &c.,] (T, M,

K, TA,) willingly, being able to resist; (T, TA ;)

and [1,1131 signifies [thus likewise, or] he bore

a d '

aw- (s, M, 1.1)

life The lustre, and brightness, of gold. (Z,

_TA.) .._. And hence, (Z, TA,) The. lustre (lit.

 

running water) upon the teeth ,- (Lth, T, Z, TA ;)

the lustre (1;, s, M, K, and (3,,;,vs,1_§) of the

teeth, (Lth, T, s, M, z, 1;, TA,),from the tutt

ness of the colour, not from the saliva, (Lth,' T,’

M,) like blackness within the bone thereof, by reason

of the intense whiteness, resembling the

[t]. v.] of the sword, ($, K,) or appearing like the

ii [of the sword], so that one imagines that there

is in it a blackness, by reason of the intense lustre

and clearness: (M :) or, accord. to Sh, whiteness

of the teeth, as though there were upon it [some

what of] a blackness: or, as Abu-l-’Abbé.s El

Ahwal says, in the Expos. of the “ Kaabeeyeh,”

lustre (lit. running water) of the teeth, such that

one sees upon it, by reason of its intense cleamess

[app. meaning transparency], what resembles dust

colour and blackness : or, accord. to another expla

nation, fineness, or thinness, and intense whiteness,

of the teeth : (TA:) pl. _ Also

Snow : (M, :) it is said to have this meaning:

and the phrase ,ihn used by a

poet, may mean [Having’the central teeth sufused

with the lustre termed All}, as is indicated in the

T and S, or] with the water qfsnow. (Lth, T.)

jifi [as a simple subst. generally means lVrong,

wrongdoing, injustice, injuriousness, or tyranny] :

see 1, first sentence, in two places._ [

u’bjjl in the CK is a mistranscription for

And gig" in one place in the OK,

as syn. with amt, is a mistake for 131231.]

,4 a! u I H a!

g (3" 43:5): M, or a";

(1;, TA, [in the CK (5; in,]) means 11

met him the first qfeverything: K, TA :) or

the first thing: (M:) or when the darkness was

r I ’05

becoming confused: (M, oraklé Us}! means.

near; ' (El—Umawee, $, M, ;) or nearness:

r a 1 E I '1

(M, and one says, ($3 at.» ,5

[app. He is near thee], and L53

, .

[app. I saw him near]: (M :) and is also

syn. with [as meaning an object seen from

a distance, or a person] ; or, as some say,

it has this meaning in the phrase [so

that first: may mean I met him the

nearest olg'ect seen from a distance, or the nearest

person]: (M :) and accord. to Kh, one says,

I 1 ’0: J) r I, J “12 '

t Um has, or (53,),1, (as in ditl

ferent copies of the meaning I met him the
9 a I

first thing that obstructed my sight. __,LB

signifies also A mountain : and the pl. is

<M,1.<-> '

3,11; an appellation of Three nights (T, $,

of the lunar month (T, next after the three

called 5,3,- (T, any) so says A’Obeyd: (T1)

thus called because of their darkness: z) the

sing. is Hm; (T, ;). in, that it is anomalous;

for by rule it should be ALB 5 ;) and the sing.

of is : so says A’Obeyd : but accord. to

AHeyth, and Mbr, the sings. are l and,

242*’~
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, agreeably with rule; and this is the correct

I )rl‘

assertion. (T. [See more in art. t);,voce {pl-1)

I I5

ALB: see)')Llé.

Ir),

(T. s, M, Ms, K) and v a.» (s, M, K)

[accord. to the CK and 1111;, both of which

are wrong,] and (S, M, Msb, Darh

ness; contr. of”) : (S, Msb :) or nonexistence of

J; [or light] : or an accidental state that precludes

the coexistence therewith of ),3 : (Er-Réghib,

TA :) or the departure of light; as also Lois ;

(M, K;) which last has no pl.; (T, TA ;) or

this last signifies the beginning, or rst part, of

night, (S, M, Mgh,) even though it be one in which

the moon shines; and is said by Sb to be used

,lf,)fonly adverbially; one says, LAW “D'l, meaning

I came to him at night, and ,ifin a; i. e. at

.19)

the time of the night: (M, TA :) the pl. of LAB

islzll; and and (T,S,Msb) and

(s, Mgh,) or, accord. )0 IB, the first of

these pls. is ofm and the second is of

(TA.) One says,';o‘SL£Jl [orf'ifill be,

expl. in art. 1.45.], and mill [which means the

same] and “131:” [which is also expl. in art.

(TA.) ._ is also [tropically] used

as a term for flgnorance: and ibelief in a

plurality of gods: and +transgression, or un

righteousness: like as is used as a term for

their contraries: (Er-Raghib, TA:) and it is

said in the A that ;llidl is w, like as Jul

is (TA.) Al means 1 The troubles,

afiictions, caldmities, 0r 1,h’a.rdslijp‘s} of the sea.

(M.):And one says LLB as, [using the

latter word as an epithet, (in the CK, erro

neously, and lam-l; 5.1:, both meaning

A night intensely dark,- (M, or the latter

means [i.e. darh, or black]: :) and

“w ,3: also, (M, K,) which is anomalous,

(K,) mentioned by IAar, but [ISd says] this is

strange, and in my opinion he has put J; in the

place of 31;, as in Ibis, mentioning 25.5 a: [q.v.].

(M.)_.. See alsoALB: _and see the paragraph

next preceding it.

in sing. of see

Cr)

0' .

gr.)

: see '.

710/ see _

Av.th see 1416, in four places: and see also

l/)

s rr an: _

)leé: see 34.5, in two places.

9')

,o'}\.l:: see 1, in the first quarter of the para

graph.

see 1, near the beginning:=see also

= It signifies also Little, or small, in

quantity : or mean, contemptible, paltry, or of no

weight or worth : _ whence the saying,

Li'SU’é, meaning [i. e. He looked at me from

 

the outer angk of the eye, with anger, or aver

sion].

I],

sag-L5: see drill-[Hence,] one says 53:1

£2.11: 1- [A woman wont to give to drink the

milh’qf the shin before its attaining to maturity

and the extracting of its butter : see #3.“ 11,116,

and what follows it, in the first paragraph].

Jail; [as syn. with in the primary

sense, of the latter I have not found: but as an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. pre

dominates it signifie] 1 Milk that is drunk before

its becoming thick and its butter’s coming forth or

being extracted,- (S) M;) as also 7“, (T,

S, M,) and (T, _ And 1- :4 place

that is Leyli; [i. e. dug where it should not be

dug]: (M, TA :) used in this sense by a poet

describing a person slain in a desert, for whom a

grave was dug in a place not proper for digging

[it]. (M.)—And IThe earth of land that is

v ass; (s, 1;, TA) i. e. dug, (TA,) or dugfor

the first time. And 'fThe earth of the

JLJ [or lateral holhiw] ofa grave,- which is put

back, over it, after the burial of the dead therein.

(T, TA.)=Also The male ostrich: (T, S, M,

K :) said (by IDrd, TA) to be so called because

he makes a place for the laying and hatching of

the eggs infi n. where the doing

so is not proper: (M, TA :) or, accord. to Er

Réghib and others, because he is believed to be

deaf: (TA:) pl. (T, M, 1;) and

(M, 1;) and £927, (T, M,)_which last is a pl. of

pauc. (T.)-And owl is an appellation

of Two stars; (M, K,‘ TA ;) the two stars of

wgi“ [or Sagittarius] that are on the northern

curved end of the bow [i. e. A and [1,, above the

nine stars called jig", or “the ostriches’i].

(sz in his descr. bf Sagittarius.) AndMI

is the name of The bright star [at] at ’the

end 1;pr [i. e. Eridanus]: and A star upon

the mouth of ;s,’..n [i. e. Pace Australis].

(sz in his descr. of Eridanus.) [It seems to

be implied in the that AL" is the name of

two stars; or it may be there meant that each of

two stars is thus called. Freytag represents the

sing. as “ a name of stars,” and the dual also as

“a name of stars ;” referring, in relation to the

former, to Ideler’s “ Untersuch,” pp. 201, 228,

and 233; and in relation to the latter, to the

same work, pp. 106 and 184.]

5’ 0r

: see MB».

24 O a I r

: see “Mia : _. and see also £45.

6 G r

,3Us (TA) and [1.12 (s, TA) [and v1,115,

mentioned in the M and'l; with as though

syn. therewith, but it is an interisive epithet,]

One who acts wrongfully, unjustly, injyriously,

or tyrannically, much, or‘qften; i. q. 412:)

(S, TA.) _- int-1! occurs in a verse of

Ibn-Mukbil [meaning +Men qfien slaughtering

camels without disease]. (T, = See also what

next follows.

 

his (AHn, T, M, 1;) and 13;. (T) and

Gale (K) and Us); and £21», (T, 1.1.) the

last mentioned by IAar, and its sing. is ' ills,

(T,) accord. to Alfln, A certain herb, (M,I:(,

TA,) which is dcpastured; (M, TA ;) accord. to

IAar, a strange kind of tree,- (T, TA ;) accord.

to As, a kind of tree (T, TA“) having hmg [shoots

such as are termed] [pl. of q. v.],

(T, K, TA,) which extend so that they exceed the

limit of the [i. e. either root or stem] thereof,

for which reason the tree is called ;jllé. (T, TA.)

5e.

[Acting wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously,

or tyrannically: and wrongi-ng; or treating, or

using, .wrongfully, &c. :] part. n. 06.11;: (M, z)

and ' signifies the same; as well as com

plaining qf his wrongdoer: (T :) [the pl. of the

former is and :] and signifies

those who debar men from, or refuse to them,

their rights, or dues. (IAar, T, TA.) = See

I

also,o'ib.

[filore, and most, wrongful, unjust, in

jurious, or tyrannical, in conduct]. El-Muiirrij

says, I heard an Arab of the desert say to his

companion, at meaning

The more wrongful in conduct of nie and of thee

[may God do to him what He will do; i. e. may

God punish him]. (T.) [And] one says,

i. e. [May God curse] the

more wrongful in conduct of us. (K. [But in

the TA, a doubt is intimated as to the correctness

of this latter saying.]) One says also, 5.5

3;; [i. e. Verin he is more wrongful in con

duct than a serpent]: because it comes to a

burrow which it has not excavated, and makes

its abode in it: (Fr, T:) for it comes to the

burrow of the [lizard called] ;Mg, and eats its

young one, and takes up its abode in its burrow.

Ii r J r 0 5

(TA voce _ And Ali'jl is an appellation

of The ;vh; because it eats its young ones.

(TA.)

Al's; [Becoming dark, &c.: see its verb, 4].

._ [Hence,] ;Z‘v IIIair intensely black,

(M, K, TA.) Andi IA plant intensely

green, inclining to blackness by reason of its [deep]

greenness. (M, 1;, TA.) Andjlfii}; ;A day

of much evil: (K, TA :) or a very eoil day : and

a day in which one finds hardship, or difliculty.

(M.) And ;i I An afair such that one

knows not 'how to enter upon it; (AZ, M, ;)

and so (K:) [or,] accord. to Lh,

6,0 I

one says new 1;», meaning 1 a day such that

one knows not how to enter upon it. (M.)

I Or

has... and see 1, near the beginning.

_ Also the former, (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb,

and the latter likewise, mentioned by Ibn-Malil;

and 18d and use, and which is disallowed
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by several but mentioned on the authority of Pr,

and all three are mentioned in the Towsheeh and

in copies of the s, (MF, TA,) and v 5.2%, (T, s,

M, Mgh, Msb, K,) and t (5, TA,) A thing

of which one has been defrauded; (M, K; [in

the CK, is erroneously put for 23.1333)

a thing of which thou hast been defraudedfngi

1r. I

W, T,) or a thing that thou demandest, (L;

J)! U:

e.,.Uu, S, Msb,) in the possession of the wrongdoer;

(T, $, Msb;) a term for a thing that has been

taken from thee; [thus, as is said in the M,

the first is expl. by Sb;]) a right, or due, that has

been taken from one wrongfully : (A, Mgh :) the

pl. of was. is (Mgh, TA.) In the

phrase )LKJ! 1;, [meaning The day of the
demandflqf things wrongfully taken, and par

ticularly applied to the great day of judgment,]

the prefixed noun [i. e. is suppressed.

(Mgh.) [Respecting the bifice termed 3E3!

4.1L;in The examination into wrongful

emactions, see De Sacy’s Chrest. Ar., sec. ed.,

i. 132.]

lie)

,UM 1A house, or chamber, decorated with

pictures; (M, TA ;) as though the pictures were

put therein where they should not be: it is re

lated in a trad. that the Prophet, having been

invited to a repeat, saw the house, or chamber,

to be ’13:, and turned away, not entering:

(M:) or adorned with gilding and silvering; an

explanation disapproved by Az, but pronounced

by Z to be correct, from 3.1.2)! signifying “ the

lustre, and brightness, of gold." (TA.)—And

t Herbage spreading [in the CK db

upon the ground, not rained upon. TA.)

_ A180, of birds, + The [or vultur

percnopterus], and crows, or ravens. (IAar,

H.141)

I e o s 0 s _

’15.“ see like, in two places.

[lVronged ; treated, or used, wrong/idly,

unjustly, injuriously, or tyranpically:_ and hence

used in other senses]: see AB, in three places.

2" is also expl. as meaning 1 Land that

is dug in a place not proper for digging : (TA :)

or land in which a watering-trough has been dug,

not being a proper place for digging it: (ISk,

M:) or land in which a well, or a watering

trough, has been dug, when there had not been

any digging therein: (A, TA :) or hard land,

when it is dug. (Ham p. Also 1-Land

upon which rain has not fallen. And :91;

9 so,

I’LL. + A country upon which rain has not

fallen, and wherein is no pasturagefor the camels

upon which people journey. (T.)

Quasi

6. see 6 in art. J16,

 

La

1. (T, s, M, M.) (Mgh, K,)

inf' 71' (T; $1 M: Mgh: and (TA)

and :21; (T, M, x) and 3.13, (M, 1;, TA,) in

one copy of the K 3m, (TA,) He thirsted, or

was thirsty: M, Msb, or he thirsted

most vehemently: (Zj, T, M, or, as some

say, he thirsted in the slightest degree. (M, TA.)

_Hence, (M,) US; :110 desired,

or longed, [or, as we often say, thirsted,] to meet

with. him. M, K,’ TA.)

2 : see the next paragraph.

4' 343‘: (Tr. $, Mgbr Kr) inf' 11' (T 5)

and '11:», (T: Mgh, K.) M n- ; as so

He made him to thirst: Msb, :) [or to

thirst most vehemently : or to thirst in the slightest

degree: see 1.] _ And 1 He made him lean,

or hmh, namely, a horse, (T,“ K, TA,) by sweat

ing him. (TA.) [See also 4 in art. kgait]

5. He constrained himself to endure with

patience a state of thirst. (A, TA.)

21:1? a subst. from M, in both of

its senses; (M, [i.e.] it signifies Thirst:

(MA :) [or most vehement thirst: or the slightest

degree q” thirst:] pl. :Uai. (MA.) _ [And

IDesire, or a longing, (or, as we often say, a

thirsting,) to meet with a person. See 1.] _

And ($, M, K) The time, or interval, or period,

between two drinkings, or waterings, (T, S, M, K,)

in the coming of camels to water: (T :) and the

keeping of camels from the water [during that

interval, i. e.] until the extreme limit of the

coming thereto: (s=) pl. 535. (T, s, M.) The

shortest of camels is that termed vb,i.e.,

when they come to the water one day and return,

and are in the place of pasture a day, and come

to the water [again] on the third day; the inter

val between their two drinkings being termed a

4,3 : this is during the greatest heat: but when

Siiheyl [i. e. Canopus] rises [aurorally, which it

did in Central Arabia, about the commencement

of the era of the Flight, on the 4th of August,

0.5.], they increase the t. ', so that the camels

remain in the place of pasture two days, and

come to the water on the fourth; and one says,

G52 then follow the 94‘: and the uni-y

to the rot-f: and the interval between their two

drinkings is termed 51?, whether long or short.

(T.) One says, )Qt-JI 2;; (:5; Li,

(T, $," K,‘ TA,) meaning There remained not of

his life save a little; [lit., save the period between

the two drinking: of the ass;] ($, K,‘ TA ;) be

cause there is no beast that bears thirst for a

shorter time than the ass; (T, $," K,‘ TA;)

for he comes to the water in summer every day

twice. (T, TA.) ._ grill also signifies f The

period from birth to death,- ;) or so lib

§t§LJt (s, M, TA.) is A dial. var. 6f

(T and M in art. ,5.)

 

a”); : see the next paragraph.

JFba

as». (T, s, M. Mgh, 8w.) m (T,

s, M, A, L, Mgh,) both imperfectly decl. ; (T ;)

or fem. (K; [but this requires

consideration, for its correctness is extremely

doubtful ;]) and Y E’s-lg, (so in the K accord. to

the TA, and so in my MS. copy of the K,) like

$55, [agreeably with analogy as part. n. of

[5113, and therefore probably correct,] (TA,) or

7 ice-E, (so in a copy of the M and in the CK,)

fem. [of the former] 552.5, like 5:95, mentioned

by Ibn-Mélik, but generally held to be disused ;

(MF,TA,) and int, like 45; (TA; [app. for

Vests ,1) Thirsty: (s, M,'Mgb,1_;=) or most

vehemently thirsty: (T, M, or thirsty in

the slightest degree .- (M, TA :) pl. (of the first,

M, Msb, and of the second, M, or of all, masc.

and fem., TA) 21;.» (T, s, M, Msb, K) and

:u, which is extr., TA,) being of a form

applying to only about ten words, (TA,) men

tioned on the authority of Lh, TA,) by ISd

in the “ Mukhassas.” (TA.) _ [Hence,] one

says, II am desirous, or

longing, [or, as we often say, thirsting,] to meet

ma thee. (A, TA.)_.And 1;; IA

face having littleflesh, (T, TA,) the shin qf which

adheres to the bone, and the sap of which is little .

(TAz) an expression of praise: contr. of

which is [said to be] an expression of dis

praise. (A, TA.) And (55211 Q}; {A

horse having little flesh upon the legs: (T in art.

r i r at _

[5,)» Iand .sg [5’2" whit. (T in art.

And [51.16 JL» 1- A lean shanh : (T, TA :) and

so 5a. (s and M and x in m. 0.2.)

And [5m fAn eye having a thin, or deli

cate, lid: (M, TA :) and so in]; we. and

M and K in art. And 21% (said

ofa horse, T, S, TA) IHisjoints are [firm,] not

flabby; 01' law) (T: $1 K9 TA,) "07' ficShl/r'

K, TA ;) and are well braced; an expression of

commendation: (T :) and 2th IHard

[or firm] joints, without _flabbiness; or lawness:

(A, TA :) accord, to H3, belonging to art. ;

but said in the T to be originally fi-om

(TA.) _ And (gill; 1-A wind that a hot,

(As, T, K,) thirsty, not gentle, and without

moisture. (As, T.)

icy-Iii:

ism tEoilness of nature, of a man, and

meanness of disposition, and of equity

to associates : (En-Nadr, T, :) originating

from the fact that he who is given to drink,

if of an evil nature, does not act equitably to

his associates. (T.) ‘

I 1.

Bee gala-E, first sentence.

Q r

Bells : see first sentence.

3! o

Tawny; applied to a spear: (A, TA :)

and so “Lil. (TA in art. we.)_And Black,
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_ applied to an antelope and to a camel: p1.

(A, TA.)

L .

his A thirsty place of the earth or ground.

(M,KJ

fills A very thirsty man.

5 r a 4

(5.2.. lVatered [only] by the rain : contr. of

,L-o: and so applied to seed

produce. and in art.

(K,) or (AA, TA,) A tree having

the form of the [or plane-tree], (AA, T,

from which is cut the wood of the beaters and

washers and whiteners of clothes, which is buried,

[and is used for tanning,] and which is also called

Ole, 11. an. and the spathe, or spadiac,

(club) whereof is called 22L: (AA, T :) and in

the dial. of Teiyi, the fig-tree; 1]. un. with 3: or

the sing. is gig, and the pl. is tcaf, some

times contracted into :'(I_{ z) and some say

that it is the tree called Jul: (TA, and so in

one of my copies of the S, in which it is written

:) it is also called and Ca) and

(TA.)

,2

#, relating to the of camels, is a dial.

var. of 5?, (M,) signifying The interval between

two drinkings in the coming of camels to water.

(T.) [See art. Ma]

we

_ 1. £5.15, [and iQJs, aor. 1,] inf. n. [5:13, He,

or it, [and she, or it,] had any of the qualities de

a 08 Irfl ,

noted by the epithet [5.15] [and its fem. :55].

(M, TA. [See and see also expl.

below.])

2: see the next paragraph.

I 2 r, 0

4. 67:61, inf. n. 3.16], He (a horse) was made

lean, or lanh; as also I (,3, inf. n. (T,

TA. [See also 4 in art. LBJ)

L521; is the inf. n. of 1 [q. v.] : and [it is said

that it] signifies The withering, or drying up, of

the lip, from thirst: (M :) so says Lth: but it

signifies paucity of the flesh and blood of the lip;

not the withering, or drying-up, in consequence of

thirst: it is a quality that is commended: (T :)

or a tawny, or brownish, or dushy, colour, and a

withering, or drying-up, in the lip. _ And

Paucity of the blood of the gum: (Lth,T:) or

paucity of the blood and flesh of the gum. (M.)

[In the T is added 6.1;“ aging): and in the

M, $.14: [5,21% ,5), in which *1 seems to

be evidently a mistranscription for viz-U]: I

therefore think it most probable that in the T,

as well as in the M, the right reading is

“3.2;.” L5 29:, meaning and it is incidental to

the Abyssihians] _And Tawniness of a spear

shafi.

r ,0!

4b. seeuqbl.

gulf:

)Ub:
fl

Jr), P

sec 05.5, in art. L015.

Anything withering, or withered; or

becoming, or become, dried up; from heat; as

also I}. (M.)—[Hence,] £1236 A lip

that is; not swollen, [not] having much blood;

(T ;) accord. to Lth, from thirst; but AZ says

that it is not so: (TA: [see $153) or a lip in

which is a tawny, or brownish, or dushy, colour,

and a withering, or lack of moisture: or a

lip withering, or withered, or lacking moisture,

inclining to a tawny, 3:, brp'wnish, or dusky,

colour. (K.)—And “:95 ii! A gum having

little blood: (S, K :) or, accord. to the M, having

little blood and flesh. (TA.) _ And .133.

An eye having a thin, or delicate, lid : (T, S, M,

K :) and so (sub 9.9:. (M and TA in art.

web a 9

_And n.,..ls gt; A lean shanh: ($,M,K:)

and so [51:16 61.4. (T and TA in art.

And [532." means A horse haying little

flesh upon the legs: (TA;); and so 6;.“

(T in art. L5,;.)..._UQB\ is also applied to a

man, as signifying Black in the lip: (M :) and

so am applied to a woman. (T, M.)_And

the former applied to a man, and the latter to a

woman, Having the quality of the gum termed

fl" expl. above. (M.)—Both also, accord.

to Lh, signify Tawny, brownish, or dushy; the

former as applied to a man, and the latter to a

woman: and thus the former applied to a

spear, (As, T, S, M,) and the latter to a spear

shaft (813). (TA.)-And signifies also

Blach : (T :) thus as applied to shade: :) and

so the fem. applied to a she-camel: :) or the

latter applied to a she-camel, and [the pl.]

applied to camels, in the colour of which is a

L s

blackness. [See also in art. L.Js.]

(all; Land, (M,) or [rather] seed-produce

( (S, watered only by the rain .- (S, M,

K:) and so in art. such as is

irrigated by running water is termed

02

.1 3 o

1. 016, aor. 3 , inf. n. 0.16, (Mgh,) [He thought,

opined, supposed, or conjectured: and he doubted:

and he knew, but not by ocular perception: see

3 4 o i J a” rd;

Q5 below :] you say, tut." w, aor. Adel,

5 r u “7 up,

inf. n. and I and Ni; and

a

I and 13.3125, this last formed by changing

 

the last 0 into L5: [i.e. I thought the thing,

 

&c.:] and Lh mentions, as heard from the

Benoo-Suleym, .913 i. e. .913 [I

thought that, &c.] like and other instances

of the dial. of Suleym. [In the first of

the senses expl. above, it governs two objective

complements, which are originally an inchoative

'10,

and an enunciative :] you say, [I

thought thee Zeyd, originally I thought thou wast

Zeyd], and in}; 13;} [I thought Zeyd

thee, originally Ithought Zeyd was thou], denoting

by a pronoun what is originally an inchoative [in

the 'former phrase] and what is originally an

enunciative [in the latter phrase]. (S, TA.) It

is also used [in this sense] in the same manner as

a verb signifying an oath, the Arabs giving it

the same kind of complement, saying,

[I thought surely flbd-Allah was

better than thou]. in art. 5);.) [$35 a;

means I thought of him, or it, such a thing and

I thought such a thing to be in him, or it : and is

used in relation to good and to evil.] , It is said

in the Kur [xxxiii. 10], [And

ye were thinking, of God, varioris thoughts]. (M.)

Accord. to Sb, 9 means I made him, or

it, the place [i. e: object] of my [or thought,

&c.]. [In all these exs. the verb denotes

a state of mind between doubt and certainty, but

the latter is predominant: and hence some—

times means He doubted: and sometimes, he

knew, by considering with endeavour to under

stand, not by ocular perception; being more fre

quently used in this sense than as meaning “he

doubted,” though not so frequently as it is in the

sense of “he thought,” whence the meaning “ he

knew ” is held by some to be tropical.]

“ii in the Kur [Ixix. 20'],

means Verin I knew [that I should meet with my

richpning]. (T.) And f

M), in the same [ii. 43], means Who know

[thbt they shall meet their Lord, lit., be meeters of

their Lord]. (Mgh) And JG L; occur- I

ring in a trad., means I knew [what he meant to

say by his making a sign with his hand]. (TA.)

(M, Mgh, Mgh,) aor. as above, (Mgh,)

and so the inf. n., (M,) signifies also I suspected

him; thought evil of him; (M, Mgh, Msb;)

and (M) so v (s, M, Mgh, K) and

(M, TA) and (TA.) [Thus,

too, accord. to several copies of the S

and accord. to the CK; but this is app. a mis~

transcription.] In the saying of Ibn-SeereenJJ

(22%;(T’er, butin

the T L2,) meaning 14100 was not suspected

[in the case of the slaying of ’Othmdn], (T,)

'5 '2’ ' 1”” a ’0’

@155 is of the measure M, originally . _|.-:

(T’S'Ki) so says A,Obeydi_(Ti) or, as some

relate it, the word is (TA.) One says,

' 3| 5) e)

’0';

u...

015! ,A and 511;, meaning IIe is sus

pected of such a thing. (TA in art. And

and :32} Isuspected Zeyd: in
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this sense the verb has a single objective comple

ment. (TA.)

4. rig." I made him tootihink the thing.

(M, TA.).._And “.26: 4.; [I made the
people to suspect him : or] ll exposed him to sus

picion; (M, Msb, TA ;) [and] so [alone].

._ See also 1, last quarter.

5. fit means The exercising, employing, or

using, of 6.1;" [i. e. thought, &c.]; originally

ml. A’Obeyd says, is from

all}, and is originally the Us being

many, one of them is changed into (5: it is like

(4.25, which is originally (T.)=See

also 1, first sentence.

8: see 1, first sentence: _and again, in the

last quarter, in three places.

3,1; is a simple subst. as well as an inf. n.;

(TA;) and signifies Thought, opinion, suppo

sition, or conjecture: (Er-Réghib, Mgh, TA:)

or a preponderant belief, with the admission that

the contrary may be the case: (KT, El-Mu

nawee, TA:) or a preponderating wavering

between the two extremes in indecisive belief:

(K:) or an inference from a sign, or mark, or

token; when strong, leading to knowledge; and

when weak, not exceeding the limit of (Er

Rtighib, TA :) or doubt or uncertainty; (T, M;)

or it has this meaning also; (Er-Raghib, TA ;)

contr. of (Msb :) and sometimes it is put

in the place, or used in the sense, (Mgh,

Mgh,) (“4:15, Mgh, K,) or éfiér (ME-1b,)

[i. e. knowledge, or certainty,] in which sense it

is [held by some to be] tropical; (Mgh.» pr it

signifies also knowledge, or certainty, T,

M,) such as is obtained by considering with en

deavour to understand, not by ocular perception,

(M,) or not such as relates to an object of sense :

(MF:) and it also means suspicion, or evil

opinion : (Er-Raghib, TA: [but in this last sense,

is more common as a subst., (TA,) its pl.

is 5,212 and Lotti, (M, 1;, TA,) the latter

anomalous, or (as ISd says, TA) it may be pl.

of V but this I_do not know. (M, TA.)

One says, Jig 51;}! 35;; A [He is evil in

opinion of everyone]. [And st;

His opinion of such a one was evil.] And has

sis-5L: [His knowledge is but opinions];

meaning that no confidence is to be placed in him.

(TA.)

:25 Suspicion, or evil opinion; (T, S, M,

Mgh, Msb,l_{;) as also ills; the B being

changed into is, though there is no in this

case, because of their being accustomed to say

[for which is for ; an instance

like 32%;“, which is made to accord with

[foribi], which is for as mentioned by

Sb; (M ;) and V (so accord. to a copy of

 

the M,) or t like 5325, (TA,) signifies

the Slime: (M, TA:) the pl. of is

(S, One_says, and 3;,

meaning He is the place [i. e. object] of my

suspicion. (TA.) _ And [hence] 1' A little [like

the French “ soupcon”] of a thing. (TA.)

see

A man who thinks evil M) qfevery

one. (M.)—A man possessing little good or

goodness: or, as some say, of whom one asks [a

thing] thinking that he will refuse, and who is as

he was thought to be: (M :) [or] V has this

latter meaning. (TA.) ._ A man in whose good

ness no trust, or confidence, is to be placed.

. And Anything in which no trust, or confidence, is

to be placed, (M, TA,) of water, and of other

things; (TA ,) as also v (M, TA.) A

well having little water,’($, M, in the

water q} which no trust, or confidence, is to be

placed: (M:) or a well, or a drinking

place, (M,) of which one knows not whether there

be in it water or not: M,K:) or water

which one imagines, or supposes, to exist, but of

which one is not sure. (TA.) Jé:

u? (335)! is a saying mentiohed, but

not expl., by IAar; [app. meaning Every death

is doubtful as to its consequence except slaughter

in the way,-or cause, of God; but ISd says,] in

my opinion the meaning is that it is of little good

and profit. (M.) means A debt of

which one knows not whether he who owes it will

pay it or not: (A'Obeyd, T, S, M,‘I_{:) it is

said in a trad. of ’Omar that there is no poor

rate in the case of such a debt. (TA.)_-Also

A man suspected in relation to his intellect, or in

telligence. (Aboo-Talib, TA.) And A (woman

suspected in relation to her grounds ofpretension

to respect, or honour, on account of lineage dc.

(TA.) And A woman of noble rank or quality,

who is taken in marriage, (M, K,)from a desire

of obtaining oflspring by her, when she is advanced

in age. (M.)—Also A weak man. [See

also And A man having little artifice,

cunning; ingenuity, or skill.

Swnecwd; (T. s, M. Mgh, Msb, K s)

applied to a man; M ;) i. q. l

(Mbr,Msb,) in this sense: (Mshi) pl. t'iZisi.

(M, TA.) Thus in the saying in the Kur [lxxirh

941. (,1; 31 \53. (T. M. Msb.)

meaning And he is not suspected as to what he

makes known from God, of the knowledge of

that which is undiscoverable, as is related on the

authority of ’Alee: or, accord. to Fr, it may mean

weak; for may have this meaning like as

has: (T :) some read (TA in art.

0.6, q. v.) 53¢, which is said in a trad.

to be not allowable, is The testimony of one who

is suspected as to his religion. (TA.) And 0.55

' {G15 means [A soul, or person,] suspected.

(TA.)_ Also One who treats, or regards,

another, or others, with enmity, or hostility,- (T,

 

M;) because of his evil opinion and the evil

opinion of which he is an object. (M.)—See

O 4

also 0,36, in two places.

or

rid I a

this: see

I '1

One who opines, or conjectures, much

[and] in an evil manner; as also 7 (TA.)

35

see
I

3

[Such as is more, or most, fit that one

should think of him to do a thing]. You say,

41].} I looked towards

him who was the most fit of them that I should

think of him to do that. (M, TA.)

0, s cl 3

Eight: see 0.2, near the end.

(M, Mgh, Msh, TA,) of which

' 2
I.\

mentioned by Ibn-Mt'tlik and others, and asks,

are dial. vars., (TA,) or [rather12é5 4T. ’

(IF, s, Msh, 1;, TA,) signifies The place, (iF,

S, high, K, TA,) and the accustomed place, (IF,

S, Msb, TA,) in which is thought to be the

existence, K,TA,) qfa thing,- (IF, S, Msb,

K,TA;) [a place] where a thing is thought to

be: (M :) or it signifies, (Mgh, Mgh,) or signi

fies also, a place where a thing is known to

be: (S, Mgh, Msbz) [a thing, and a person, in

which, or in whom, a thing, or quality, is thought,

supposed, presumed, suspected, inferred, known,

or accustomed, to be, or exist :] accord. to IAth,

'5’!

by rule it should be Jab»: (TA :) [it may there

fore be properly rendered a cause of thinking,

&c., the existence of a thing; and Iii! may

be well expl. as meaning a thing, and a person,

that occasions one’s thinking, supposing, presuming

suspecting, inferring, or knowing, the existence of

such a thing or quality, in it, or in him: and

hence, an indication, or evidence, or a symptom,

diagnostic, characteristic, sign, mark, or taken, of

the existence of such a thing or quality :] the pl.

is (M, Mgh, Msh, TA.) One says,

0'56 ‘35 i. e. Such a place is a place

in which such a one is known [&c.] to be. (S,

TA.) And liév i. e. Such a one

is one in whom such a thing, or quality, is known

[&.c.] to be. (Lh, T.) And '_'-‘
1

i. e. Such a one is one in whom good, or goodness,

is thought [&c.] to be. (Ham p. 437.) And En

Nébighah says,

so, '10:! I 1» oz

* Mde-‘rufleoli "

Jag r ,5 r a

* “swaggiaanasp *

[And limir has spoken ignorantly, verily

youthfitlness is a state in which ignorance is

usually found to exist]: (S, Msbf') or, as some

relate the Verse, [so that the meaning is,

mutual reviliug is ad act in which &c.]:

or, accord. to another relation, the latter hemi

stich is

)¢_i 0, ’5! if

’ vie-14‘ Milka? ’
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($,' TA ;) because one finds it [i. e. youthful

ness] to be easy like as he does the beast on

which one rides. (TA.) And one says also,

)5 a! )4;

45m» [He sought him, or it, in the places

where he, or it, was thought to be;] meaping, by

night and by day. (TA.) And 5i 13;

5”; i. e. Verin he is apt, meet, fitted, or

suited, for one to think of his doing that: and in

like manner one says of two, and of a pl. number,

and. of a female. (Lh, M.)

.[Thought, opined, &c.: see its verb:

and] see Applied to a narrative, or story,

it means [Dbubted,- or] of which one is not to be

made to know the real state. (TA in art. Ana.)

In lexicology, A word of the class termed :‘l

[q. v.]. (Mz 3rd

.1.

4.25 The root, or lower part, or stem,

of'a tree. (IAar, T,

.10)

3,45 A sinew that is wound over the

extremities of the feathers of an arrow, next the

notch. (AHH, M,

The edge of the shin: or the

tough edge of the shin : or the external part of the

shank: (M, TA:) or the shin-bone: or the edge

of the shin-bane: (M,K:) or the tough bone in

the fore part of the shank: but accord. to

AZ, this term is not used in relation to animals

that have [see :] (T, TA:) pl.

(s, M, K.) (5); Without

flesh upon the shins (TA) is an epithet applied to

I )0! III

a male ostrich. TA.) 4,-3.2)!

means He knocked, or struck, the skin of the

camel, that he might lie down, and he might

mount him: or 34.113.“ signifies a man’s

knocking, or striking, the skin of his camel with

his stick when he makes him lie down that he may

mount him, as one in haste to betake himself to

a thing: or striking the shin of his beast with his

whip, [in the TA is here added 45);), which I

can only suppose to be put for to make

him lie down,] when he desires to mount him,

(TA.) [See an ex. voce Hence,]

’1’.) 0!

2.03] +[Such a one struck his shin

to betahe himself to his afair] means such a one

applied himself to his afair with diligence, or

energy. (T, L, TA.) Selameh Ibn-Jendel says,

I it a 1:! a v :1:

" tel-o bbi L» B: 1...“: *

~ chest 55138;, 34. *

[lVe were (such that), when there came to us one

crying aloud, in terror, the clamou'r (returned) to

him wasth striking of the shins ,-] by which he is

said to mean that a quick reply was given;

calling the striking of the whip upon the leg of

the boot, in urging on the horse, “ the striking of

the shin.” ($-) You "1&0 say, is"

 

Q’s-45 meaning 1- He prepared himself jbr that

afair, or thing : and agreeably with this signifi

cation the verse of Selémeh cited above has been

If!

explained. (M, TA.) And ,Jhi {,3

IHe made, or rendered, the afl'air manageable.

(M, K, TA.) A poet, cited by IAar, says,

~ (In; tail *

II subdued love, or subjected it to my will, on the

day of’zilil'; 88 though I struck it on the shins;

as a camel’s shin is struck when one desires him

to lie down, that he may mount him. (M, TA.)

_;,i_lh also signifies A nail that h in the

of a spear-head, [i. e., in the part into which the

shaft enters,] (M, where it is fixed upon the

upper extremity of the shaft: and has

been said to be the pl. of the word in this sense

in the verse of Selameh cited above. (M, TA.)

Quasi

5. originally see the latter, in

art.

H16

. 2" 3;, Mgh, K; 850-2) aor' = ’ (Mgh,) inf' “

),‘YL! (s! nigh, Mgh, K! 850's) [It was, or be'

came, outward, exterior, external, extrinsic, or

exoteric: and hence,] it appeared; became ap

parent, overt, open, perceptible or perceived,

manifest, plain, or evident,- ($, Mgh, Msb, K,

TA;) after having been concealed, or latent:

(Msb,TA:) and i ran: signifies the same.

(Har p. Hence the phrase u] T [An

idea, or opinion, occurred to me], said when one

knows what he did not know before. (Mgh.)

[And U] l; 13h 1- This is what appears to

me to be the case, or to be the right way or

course; or this is my opinion.] 33;." H",

inf. n. as above, means Pregnancy became ap

parent, or manifest: it is said that this is not the

case in less than three months. (Msb.) And

it is said in a trad. of’A'isheh, 1,25." "" ' ’
’10, ll 1.; ,0)

n35 Qt J45 U? i. e. [He used to per

form the prayer qf the afiernoon in my chamber]

before it (meaning the sun) became high and ap

parent: (TA:) or us M13

4.2; i. e. [when the sun was in my chamber,] it not

having risen high so as to be on the flat roof

[thereof]: referringtothe Prophet. (O. [Butgall

must be a mistranscription for 34.1", i. e. the

prayer of the dawn.]) The saying in the Kur

[xxiv. 31], t; it; ,5 '93 [which

is app. best rendered And that they discover not

their ornature except what isearternal thereof] has

been expl. in seven different ways, most correctly

as meaning the clothes: (0, TA;) accord. to

’A'isheh, it means the bracelet and the

ring : and accord. to 11kb, the hand and

the signet-ring and the face. (TA.)_ Also

He wentforth, or out, (Mgh, TA,) to the outside

qf va place. (0, TA.).-And He (a bird)

 

migrated, or went down, from one country or

region to another: used in this sense by A131“ in

relation to the vulture, migrating to Nejd.

._ said of a vice, or fault, (0, TA,) or

a disgrace, (JK, A, 0,) IR did not cleave to

him; (A, 0, TA;) it was remote from him,

(TA ;) it him, or departed him.

(Jig-.3 a)», (0, TA,) inf. n. as, (K,)

'I-Igloried, or boasted, by reason of it. (O,K'

TA.) [Respecting a meaning assigned to};

r] we 1 J J i

in the K, see 4.]_L\é=i Jay-ii Jésl

5'013,915 A" means 1- [The man ate some jbod]

in consequence of which] he became fat. (TA.)

He mounted it; went, or got, upon it,

or upon the top qfit; ($, A,‘ Mgh, O, Msb, 15;)

as also iii; (0;) namely, a house, ($,)

or a house-top, (A, Mgh, 0,) and a mountain,

(A,) and a wall; (0, Msb ;) properly, he became

upon its back : (Mgh :) and [in like manner] one

says, 1,2,3 '53, inf. n.:-“£5, Such a one

mounted, or went up, upon the high region (

qug'd. (0).. Hence, (Mgh, Msb,)

(s, Mgh, 0, Msb, 1g) and .c, (K,) inf. n. 3,;

(Bd in xxiv. 31) and also, (Ham p. 301,)

He overcame, conquered, subdued, overpowered, or

mastered, him; gained the mastery or victory, or

prevailed, over him; ($, Mgh, O, Msb, K;)

namely, his enemy ,' (Msb ;) and in like manner,

[he conquered, won, achieved, or attained, it, i. e.]

a thing. (0, TA.) [The saying '9 5'55
9 r E a”

tan-l 5,1: is expl. in the L and TA by the words

’11.; ‘9 [51, and said to be tropical: but Ier

thinks that the correct reading is; 'j, from

1

A31; and that it is said of one who will not

givia up, or resign, what is in his hand; so that

the meaning is, 1 Such a one is a person whom no

one wid overcome in respect of that which he holds

01/ rr I

in his possession] _And [hence also] 4A; 3.5,

(Msb, TA,) inf. n. (TA,) He knew, became

acquainted with, or got knowkdge of, him, 01'

it. (Msb, TA.) So in the Kur xxiv. 31,

uh; 53.35.; ,3 [And the young

children] who have not attained knowledge qf the

(shy, (Bd, Jel,) meaning [pudenda, or] parts

between the navel and the knee, (J01,) of women,

by reason of their want of discrimination : 1)

or Iwho have not attained to the generative

faculty; (0, Bd,‘ TA ;) from in the sense

of (Bd.) So too in the Kur [xviii. 19],
.J’rr Jill I

IQ}:- i,% a: If they git’knp'niledge of you.

(O,TA.)_And [hence] 4:}: file, (Fr, A, 0,

TA,) and 1 Shaw, (5, A, 0, K,) IHe knew it,

or learned it, by heart; namely, the Kumin;

(A, 0, TA;) and he recited it by heart: (A,'

TA; and so in the and O in explanation of the

latter:) or [simply] he recited it by heart; namely,

the Kur-an; as also 7 2,1161: (0, K, TA:) in

the copies ofthe we find vi; and

“no ’0”

45,115; but the former is a mistake for 419*,

nor. F. (TA.):For another signification 0i

3;: ($’ A?

reg

Orr a!

17-h, see
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aor. '-, (TA,) inf. 11. 3,16; (TK;) and V L5,},

(1;, TA,) in some copies of the/K 63,2; (TA ;)

and”Y:LA).v.BI, (K,) inf. h. ,u’eg, "(TA ;) and

' Lanelél, of the measure Jail; (TA ;)

1 He held the object of my want in little, or light,

estimation, or in contempt; A;) [lit.] he put

it behind [his] back; ;) as though he put it

away, [out of his sight,] andpaid no regard to it.
(.S, One says also, fl 0 ’

mg.) [They hold them in contempt, and

do not pay any regard to their ties of relation

ship]. _ See also 10, in three places.=

$335, (0, K,) aor. =, inf. n.;;ls, (K,) He struck,

or smote, (TA,) or hit, or hurt, (O, K,) his back.

(or K) TA')=;TB: (S; O) K?) 8‘01.“ :7

inf. n. (0, 5,) He (a man, s, 0) had a

complaint of his back. (s, 0, 1;.) =12, (JK,

O, L,) or yrlé, [but this is app. a mistran

scription,]) inf. 11. 31,2, O, L, said of a

camel, (JK, $, 0,) He was, or became, strong

(JK, g, 0, L, in the back. (L,

2: see 1, near the middle:_and again, in

the last quarter: _and see also 3. _ é?"

[and 1 Mi, contr. and 1312.31,] Hefaced

the garment, or piece of cloth,- put a facing, or

an outer covering, (33%,) to it. (TA.)=See

also 4, last sentence.

Ir!)

a. Inn», (A,) inf. h. 5pm», (s, 0, Msb,) He

aided, or assisted, him; A, O, Mgh,) as also

(Th, 1;.) And ,sue He aided,

or assisted, against him. (TA.)_-BMW: see

1110: _ 010‘ I 0e

10-—-l0-ri:4 1MB, (K,) 1- e- (TA) get?

(s, A, Mgh, TA,) and $39, (A, Mgh, TA,)

and (TA,) 2'. q. ,3,u;, (s,TA,) or

33L, (A, 1;, TA,) i. e. (TA) He put them on,

or attired himself with them, [namely, two gar

ments, and two coats of mail, and two sandals

or soles, or rather, when relating to two soles,

hesewed them together,] one over, or outside, the

other: (Mgh, TA :) app. from in the sense

of“ mutual aiding or assisting.” (IAtl1.) The

phrase )MB requires consideration; and

the .9 in’it sliduld be regarded as meant to denote

conjunction; not as a part of the necessary com

plement of the verb. (Mgh.) )ALB is said

to signify U1; [app. meaning

Hefolded chair and fastened one part of the coat

of mail upon another]. (TA.) And ail; )AlB

means He threw upon him (i. e. a horse)

housings or coverings [one over another]. (TA

Seen

in art. )ALB, Mgh, O,

Msb,K,) int. 11. 3th; (s, Mgh, Meh, 1;) and

UK. He) and mus, (A, Mgh.

0, TA,) and we}, (Mgh;) and 11,2» Vfllss,

a Meals.) and 6331; (0. TA» and V» w.

(s, 0, K,) inf. (5;)isignify the same;

(0;) He said to his wife v.31 _ $12

[Thou art to me like the back of my mother]

(s, Mgh, Msb,K;) [as though he said e.,e,

Bk. I.

Orr
g:

“I

U

fire ee 5,, a, ea 1 ' 1

UL: $1 ;] meaning 51:1,!)- Cm 319,5)

run! is! a .n e ' ' '

“.3! 735,5; the back being specified

in preference to the or or because

the woman is likened to a beast that is ridden,

and the act of to that of 9;}: the phrase

being a form of divorce used by the Arabs in the

Time of Ignorance. (Msb,' TA.) In the Kur

lviii. 2 [and 4], some read '6,;-;-£-;; some

té,j.8tfi._i; and ’Asim read (Ed)

The verb is made trans. by means of out because

the man who uttered this sentence estranged him

self from his wife. (IAth.)

4. ink! He made it apparent, overt, open,

perceptible orperceived, manifest, plain, or evident;

he showed, exhibited, manifested, displayed, dis

covered, rovealed, or evinced, it; or put it forth :

(S, O, K :) [it is also used in relation to a saying,

and an action, and the like, as meaning it showed,

&c., as above, or it bespoke, it :] and Mtr relates

his having heard from one worthy of reliance of

the people of Baghdad, that they say '$»W

q in the place of and scarcely ever em

ploy his! in 'its usual sense. (Her p. 85.)

[Hence, @5231 file! Hermade the doubling of

a letter distinct; as in abet-J; which, accord.

to a general rule, should be 3.4;] : opposed to

And L165 3),)“ He showed, &c., to him

such a thing: and he made a show of, professed,

pretended, orfeigned, to him such a thing : as, for

instance, love.]—031;,» means 4,»

[a phrase which I lfave hot found except'in this

instance, app. I elevated, or eacalted, such a one :

like 1212?, which has this meaning]: (s, 11m,

L, TA :) or as [app. meaning I made

such a one to be, or become, publicly known]: (so

in the O :) [but the former explanation seems to

be regarded by SM as the right; for he remarks

that,] accord. to all the copies of the K, the ex

. _ a 105 r; r, 1

planation 1s 4,; gist, and refers to 0‘)“;
,. , ,

file

[instead of; so that what its author says

in this case differs in two points of view from

what is found in the “Kitéb el-Abniyeh” of

IKtt, in which the L5 in has been marked

as correct, and in the L [as well as in the s].

(TA.) =25; U1; 2),)“ means God made

him to overcome, conquer, subdue, overpower,

master, gain the victory over, or prevail over, his

enemy. A, 0, TA.) _And [hence] Z,.,..si

4:1; He (God) made him to know it, or become:

acquainted with it: you say, L; [31;

[if God made me to know [or discover]

what had been stohm from me. (TA.)=See

also 1, last quarter, in two places.= And see 2.

=),.lél signifies also He entered upon the time

called the = (A, Msb, K =) or the time called

the )zj'é. (Mgh.) And He went, or journeyed,

in the time called the 35,}; as also ' 1:16, (K,)

inf. n. (TA :) or the time called theijé.

(s. 0->

5. and 33“: see 8, latter half, in three

places. '

  

0

 

6: see 1, first sentence: ..... and see also 4, first

sentence-59W They aided, or assisted, one

another. O,‘ And 05L; ui;

They leagued together, and hided one another,

against such a one. (Ibn~Buzuij, TA in art.

._ Also They regarded, or treated, one

another with enmity, or hostility; or severed

themselves, one from another: (S, Msb,K:) as

though they turned their backs, one upon another:

z) or, because they who do so turn their backs,

one upon another. (Mgh.) Thus the verb has

two contr. meanings. _ )Aw

and see 3, latter half, in three places.

1! i

8. "Bl: see 1, last quarter.

10. 3W! He sought aid, or assistance, in,

or, by means of, him, or it, ($, 0, Msb, K, TA,)

it}; [against him, or it]; as also inked. (TA.)

[In the CK, after the explanation of a.) ALIA,

is an omission, to be supplied by the insertion of

One says, a???" UL:- )rELeI

[He sought aid in wealth against calamities, or

ajlictions]. (Mgh.) And A,» 19% signifies the

same asfilial [in this sense or in another of the

senses expl. in what follows]. (TA.)-_And

egg éflliial, and e.,: 7 and '33.},

Iput the thing behind my back for protection, or

security. (Hat p. 265.)_And )efléidl He pre

pared for himself a camel, or two camels, or

more, for future need: (T :) and “Lei, and

is 7;,5, He prepared him, namely, a camel,

for]future need: and )q-lé-Lel

He prepared for himself twb [camels jbr

future need. (T. [See égb.])_Hence, (T,)

)vlé-LA signifies also He [used precaution (T,

Msb) with respect to anything: (T :) he secured

himself, ($32.31,) by using precaution; as, for

instance, a wonian does by remaining three days,

before she performs the ablution termed Jib),

and prays, after the usual period of the menses.

(T, L.) One says, alliejfizl-sa

5.7:ng The using prehaution by a second and a

third washing, to make sure of being pure, is

approved. (Er-Rafi’ee, Msb.) And

5:55." trig I adopted the mostfit, or proper,

way, and used precaution, in seeking to attain

the thing. (Mgh.)—See also 1, in the middle

of the latter half.

The back; were. #5125; (s, A, 0, Msb,

K :) in a man,from. the hinder part of the Jflé

[or base of the neck] to the nearest part of the

buttocks, where it terminates : (TA :) in a camel,

the part containing si'c vertebra on the right and

lefi of which are [two portions qffiesh and sinew

called the] 012;: (AHeyth, T, O z) of the masc.

gender: (Lh, A, K :) pl. [ofpauc.] and [of

mull-1 Lt»? and (Meb. 1s) - .lé-i

)UZJ! IA man having a small household to

maintain: and 4.9.5." (1,53 Ihaving a large house

, e i a» 5hold to maintain. (K," TA.) _ a ' .:.§_|

243
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“El Thou art to me like the back of my mother .

said by a man to his wife. ($,Mgh, Msb,

[This has been expl. above: see 3.]._u.i is;

0);}, IHe stole what was behind him : (A :) [or

he acted wrongfully in respect of what was behind

Or I 3

him: for] his [5,“; uni is expl. by the words

53:5 Us is; [so that it app. means IA

thief who has acted wrongfully in respect of

what was behind one, and stolen it]. (0, _

o 5 .I r at s 5

as" use (s. 0. K) and was (0. TA)

Adversaries who come to one from behind his

back, in war, or fight. O, K,‘ TA.) In the

¢ 1 5 0

copies of the K, as”... is erroneously put for

(TA.) You say also,):£li Q): 0

Such a one is an adversary who comes to one

¢O I ’7’!

from behind, unknown. (IAar, As.) ._ A73

He slew him unexpectedly,- he assassinated him;

syn. (IAar, TA.)_);L; IHe
I ‘ r i s It

cast me qfl‘. (TA.) And

II cast his want behind my back: (AO,K:)

and 7 signifies the same: ($:) and

l 63.131, and Viak: (TA:) or

the former of the last two phrases signifies he

held it in contempt; as though were an

irreg. rel. n. from”: (TA :) or 7 235.31

signifies he neglected, or forget, ’0} Mgh,)

him, as in the Kur xi. 94, 0,) or it, namely,

what was said. (Mgh.) And “5;; '9

‘ I Forget not thou, or neglect not, my want :

and l signifies heforgot it; as

well as an... (A.) And ,5»! 1.1L

£134, and 2;}, I I cared notfor this thing.

(Th, o.)_,‘;£n .55; 5.. + Such. a one is

of those who do not belong to us : or of those to

whom no regard is paid : (TA :) or of those who

are held in contempt, and to whose ties of

relationship no regard is paid. ($, TA.)_

121; 4;; I[He is his cousin on the

father’s side,] distantly related: contr. of 63,:

[and iii]. (AsiA, 0,TA-) - U12 g4;

[He receded, retired, or retreated]. (K in art.

‘ IOIOTIOr 'lfl’ 0°:f01

Md—.vy‘w|’ 0:! ~ng 9, and bagels-vb 0:1,

($, A, O, Msb, K,’) in which latter the l and Q

are said by some to be added for corroboration,

(Mgh,) and for which one should not say

(IF. s, 0. Mib. K.) andlyhfi 0e.

(Msb,l_{,) IHe is making his abode in the

midst of them; in the main body of them:

TA :) originally meaning he is making his abode

among them for the purpose of seeking aid of

them and staying himself upon them: as though

it meant that the back of one of them was before

him, and that of another behind him, so that he

was defended in either direction: afterwards, by

reason of frequency of usage, it came to be

employed to signify abiding among a people

15rd)

absolutely. (IAth, Msb.) You say also W ’5

' ' °', meaning It (anything)“3;; and v :

II I '1
a. .y—ohq'n“

 

is in the mitht, or main part, of it, namely,

another thing. (TA.)_ dial, and

V (s, 0, Msb, K,) 11 met him

during the day, (Mgh,) or during the two days,

($, 0, K,) or during the three days, or the

days: O, Msbz) from the next preceding

phrase. (TA.) And i]; x1

came to him one day: or, accord. to Aboo

Fak’as, on a day between two years. (FL)

And ()3)! l II saw him be

tween nightfall and daybreak. (TA.) And

at}?! V I[I came to him be

tween the beginning and end of the day]. (A.)

U n l 43.55 t It turned over and over,

or upside down, (lit. backfor belly,) as a serpent

does upon ground heated by the sun. and TA

in art. [Hence,]

I[I turned the earth over, upside-down]. (A.)

And [hence,] Sfii (0; TA,)

. l:, J10!

We, and its, and 3” '-,

which last form is preferred by El-Farezdak to

the second, because [as in the third form] the

second of the two words is determinate like the

first word, IHe meditated, or managed, the

afl‘air withforecast, and well. (O," TA.)_-The

Arabs used to say, Eu! \3'0 and hi5

aul, both meaning I This is the apparent,

visible, part of the sky. (Fr, Az.) And the like

is said of the side of a wall, which is its to

a person on the same side, and its to one on

the. othfir side. (AM—'9'! 3;? 9351 L;

051:”5 h a,
[of which see the rest voce 8kg] means + Not

a verse of the Kur-dn has come down but it has a

verbal expression and an interpretation: (Kf

TA :) or a verbal expression and a meaning: or

that which has an apparent and a known [or an

eweteric] interpretation and that which has an

intrinsic [or esoteric] interpretation: (TA :) or

narration (K, TA) and admonition: (TA :) or

[it is to be read and to be understood and taught;

for] by the is meant the reading; and by the

oh, the understanding and teaching. (TA.)

[See also .._jlé signifies also i Camels on

which people ride, and which carry goods,- ($,"

A,‘ O, K,“ TA;) camels that carry burdens upon

their backs in journeying: (TA :) [or] a beast:

or a camel for riding: (Mgh:) pl.

(TA.) It is said in a trad. of ’Arfajeh, J36

)LIZH ail-ll And he reached, or took in his

hand, the sword from the camels for carrying

hi, [part of] a saying of Mohammad,

burdens and for riding : and in another,

{34:15 G Dost thou permit us to slaughter

our camels which we ride? (TA.) And one

says also, L51; :5 IHe is determined upon

travel : as though he had already mounted

a beast for that purpose. (TA.) _ [Hence,

app.,] f Property consisting of camels and sheep

or goats: (TA:) or much property. (K, TA.)

 

_1- The short side [or lateral half] of a

feather: ($0,192,111. 5,511.. (5;, 1;, TA,

&c.:) opposed to Olaf, sing. of guns, (TA,)

which latter signifies the “long sidesz” TA:)

and signifies the same asxé, or the

same as being an irregular pl. ; and this

is meant by the saying dag-Q! ;LLLQH,

mentioned in a later place in the K [in such a

manner as to have led to the supposition that

is also syn. with 312$]; (TA :) AO says

that among the feathers of arrows are the jug,

which are those that are put [upon an arrow] qf

the [or outer side] of the W; [app. here

meaning the shaft] of the fcather; ($, TA;)

i. e., the shorter side, which is the best kind of

feather; as also @536: sings-Lg: (TA :) ISd

says that the 01;; are those parts of thefeathers

of the wing that are exposed to the sun and rain :

(TA :) Lth says that the )LQ; are those parts of

the feathers of the 10ng that are apparent. (0,

TA.) One says, 3;; 95'

[Feather thine arrow with short sides offeathers,

and feather it not with long sides of feathers].

($, TA.) [De Sacy supposes that and

are also pls. of and thus used:

(see his “ Chrest. Arabe,” sec. ed., tome ii., p.

374:) but his reasons do not appear to me to be

6 a J I

conclusive] 7 )L,B and are also used as

. '0 J

epithets: you say, $.32 and vali a).

(TA.)_ and Y mean 1- The

back ofthe hand. And in like manner, )Qfilljzji

and v mean 1- The upper, or emit-eat, side,

or back, of the human foot, corresponding to the

back of the hand, including the instep: opposed

to and And means + The

upper surface of the t0ngue.]_And also

signifies IA way by land. M, O, Msb,

This expression is used when there is a way by

land and a way by sea. You say, 133C.

,3?" Us 11714] journeyed by land. (A.)

_And +An elevated tract of land or ground;

as also ' 51.9%: (A:) or rugged and elevated

land or ground; (JK,K;) as also lieu}:

(JK :) opposed to :35, which signifies ‘;soft

and plain and fine and low land or ground :”

(mi) and v [pl. of. gee-1 signifies

t elevated tracts of land or ground: (S, K :) you

say, meaning, 1’ the herbs,

or leguminous plants, of the elevated tracts of

land, or ground, dried up: (As, $, L:) and

'kllé signifies T the higher, or highest, part of a

mountain; (ISh, L, TA;) whether its exterior be

plain or not: (TA:) and 7 59th:, the same, of

anything: (L :) when you have ascended upon

the of a mountain, you are upon its 559$.

(TA.)—“Eel; all, means 1- Their valley

flowed with the rain of their own land: opposed

to a}, meaning, “from other rain:" (IAar,O,

K:“) or the former signifies their valley flowed
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with its own rain: and the latter, “with other

than its own rain :” (TA :) and some say
‘0 J

7 M, which Az thinks the better form. (0,

TA.)_.[Hence, probably,] . ' l l

1' I obtainedfrom him, or it, much good: fl(Sgh,

O, K.)_.And another signification of is

What is absent, or hidden, or concealed,from one.

(0, K.)_It is sometimes prefixed to another

noun to give plainness and force to the expres

_ _ :1 10/. o: n: _

sion; as 1n “all his and "A..." "in, meaning

v.25}! and vii" (Msb:) or it is

redundant in these instances. (Mgh.) Lebeed

says, describing a [wild] cow going about after a

beast of prey that had eaten her young one,

’1’, t i a '5,"

ass, 1 I a h a; a,

' VWval)?:§;vBO-F *

[And she heard the sound of man, and it fright

ened her, from a place that concealed what was in

it,- for man is her malady; i. e., a cause of pain

and trouble and death to her]: (TA :) meaning,

she heard the sound of the hunters, &0. (TA in

art. And you say, Q! $.25."

3%.; He carped at him behind the back, or in

absence, by saying what would grieve him. (TA

in art. And 34% a! w

(A, 0) or 0: (TA) [app., IIspoke a

by memory; in the absence of a book or the like;

as one says in modern Arabic, “Allin See

0'01),

also $2.] And View» Q: oi} IHe recited

it by heart, or memory’; without booh: (L, K:

[in the latter, is put in the place of 5);; but

the right reading'is that in the L: and in the OK

is an omission here, to be supplied by the in

sertion of:]) and 7 oi} and U1; oi);

[signify the same]. (1;) And

450,1); ul'egfibnikeésflul;
1; a

I [He knew the Kur-dn by heart]: (A,"' 0, TA.)

I) I . I r r J J g! I J

_One says also, Q15 tag 'defile ow

ISuch a one cats at the expense of such a one.

I J) gr III)

(A, O, And in like manner, 0,159 1935)!

Urdu “I; IThe poor eat at the ex—

pense of the people. (A, TA.) And Sui-2i

a; 1He gavb him originally; without com

pensation. (O,‘K; but in some copies of the K

we find in the place of It is said [in a

md.],uie,:.éfi,£(;,\é C. 53.31:! IThe

most excellent of aims is that which is [derived]

from competence; U2?" (Msbz) or

simply :9}, the wordhis being here redund

ant: (Mgh :) or from manifest competence upon

which one relies, and in which he seeks aid against

calamities, or afliictions: or from what remains

after fight.- (Msbz) orfrom superfluous property.

(TA.) See also = means 1 An

JJJ 2.!

old cooking-pot: (O,K:’) pl. )”B Audi: (0:)

as though, because of its oldness, it were thrown

behind the back. (TA.)

noun (331-2) is

 

m JlIidday, or noon: (IAth, TA:) or the

time when the sun declines from the meridian:

(Msb,' K,‘ O,‘ TA :) or [the time immediately]

afier the declining of the sun: (S, Mghz) masc.

and fem. ; unless when the word 831.; is prefixed

to it, in which case it is fem. only: (Msb :) [pl.

See also MJ )3?” $51.; means The

prayer [i. e. the divinely-ordained prayer] ofmid

day, or noon : (IAth, TA :) or of the time after

the declining of the sun. (S, O.) In the phrases

)Llhll; 5;);1‘ [Defer ye the prayer of midday until

the cooler time of day] andfil vi; [He per

formed the prayer qf midday], the prefixed

suppressed. (Mgh.) a:

see :42, last quarter.

’5) O r

MEMBE=

3,15, (S,) or 7M, (K,) [the former agree

able with analogy, being derived from 3.15,] A

man having a complaint of the back:

K:)J .0)- having a pain in the back: as also

v ms... (0, TA.)

Ce. 0

a

9,5: see M, in three places. =Also The

tortoise. (O, K.)

as:

m The goods, orfurniture and utensils, of a

house or tent,- (IAar, S, O, K, TA ;) as also

ail: (IAar, TA:) or the former signifies the

exterior of a house, or tent; and the latter, the

“interior thereofi” (Th, TA.) _And Abund

ance ofJ; [i. e. property, or cattle]. (TA.):

See also

A camel prepared for future need; (T,

S, O; K ;) taken, by way of precaution, to bear

the burden ofany camel that may happen to fail

in a journey: sometimes two or more unladen

camels are taken for this purpose: some say that

such a camel is thus called because its owner

puts it behind his back, not riding it nor putting

any burden upon it: (T, TA:) the word appears

to be an irreg. rel. n. from”: (ISd, TA:) pl.

:5)“, imperfectly decl., because the rel. [5

retains its place in the sing. [inseparably; there

being no such word as : but if it be a rel. n.,

3' 4 1

this pl. is irreg., like [5)Lrs]. (S, O, .

Seeéuii, first quarter, in five places, for examples

of and used tropically.

01;}; [app. (which is also a pl. ofxlii

used in several senses), or, perhaps a“, as

having a dual meaning,] The upper, thick, pair

13!: wings of the locust. (AHn, TA.)_[See also

all] -

0 Or r0 1 a

' T, and and 935.11%", &c.:

seem, former half, in five places.

I n

seexvii, 1n 81X places.

Ora

)lvb The exterior (K, TA) and elevated (TA)

part of a [stony tract such as is called] 5;.

(K, TA-)

 

Pain in the back. (A2, 0, TA.)=See

also 2,1,5, third quarter, in two places.

1

:mlé: see :sALQ.=Also An aider, or assistant ,

(s, A, 0, Mib, K;) and as ' (s, K) and

l 53:13: (K :) [in one place, in the K, 315 is

expl. by 0;; but by this is meant, as will be

seen below, the same as is meant by {xi-2, by

which all the three words are expl. in ahothel'

place in the K, as well as in the S &c.:] and

aiders, or assistants; (S, Msb ;) as also 7w and

V533 and 7%: (TA:) the pl. of}; is

(0.) It is said in the Kur [xxvf 57],

vi; km: @1535 And the unbeliever is

an aider of the enemies of God [against his

Lord]. (Ibn-iirafeh.) You say also,

L51; Vuofi Such a one is my aider ((32)

agginst such a one: and ‘3 u]; v "3;?

f'jl I am thine aider against this thing, or

afiair. (S, 0.) And it is also said in the Kur

[lxvi. 4],},42 @507; [And the angels

after that will be his aiders]: an instance of

MB in a pl. sense: O, Msb :) for words of

the measures and are sometimes masc.

and fem. [and sing.] and pl. You also say,

' Us, .356 1;, (s, A, K,) and '

(A, 15,) and v and t 9km, (K,) Such a

one came among his people, (S,) or hingfolh,

(K,) and those who performed his afairs for

him, (S, A,) i. e., his aiders, or assistants. (A.)

And 5.3.91; 7 5;? They aid one another

against the enemies. (TA.)—Also Strong in

the_ back; (K ;) sound therein: (Lth:) and so

'm: (S, O, applied to a man: (S:) or

hard and strong; whether in the back or any

other part is not said: (TA :) in this sense,

(TA,) or as signifying strong, (S, 0,) applied to

a camel: fem. with 5. (S, O, TA.)_Also A

camel whose back is not used, on account qualls,

or sores, upon it: or unsound in the back by

reason ofgalls, or sores, orfrom some other cause.

(Th.) Thus it has two contr. significations.

(TA.): See alsojrlé.

[Thefacing, or outer covering, or] what is

uppermost, (TA,) what is apparent (Msb, TA) to

the eye, (Mgh,) not next the body, of a garment;

(TA ;) and in like manner, what is uppermost and

apparent, not next the ground, of a carpet; (TA ;) .

as also Wink (JK:) contr. yiiub. (s, 0,

Msb, K =) 131. (TA.) '

The point of midday: (M, .A, 15:) or

only in summer: (M, K:) or i. q. 3).,“ [i. e.

midday in summer or when the heat is vehement :

or the period from a little before, to a little after,

midday in summer: or midday, when the sun

declines from the meridign, at the or from

its declining until the yes]: (S, 0, TA:) or the

3396, which is when the sun declines from the

meridian : (Msb :) or the .iitihement heat of mid

day : (IAth, TA :) or i. q. )vli [q. v.]: (Az, TA:)

243 *
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[Boon I,)e we

pl. (TA.) You say, 83%;" j;- [I

came to him at the point of midday in summer;

&c.]: and )6 [when the sun

had become high, and the shade had almost dis

appeared: so expl. in art. 0.) And

33$! ; Stay thou until the midday

hedt shall have becbme assuaged, and the air be cool.

(L in art. _ And hence, in a trad. of’Omar,

when a man came to him complaining of goat in

the feet, he said, meaning Take

than to walking during the heat of the middays in

summer. (TA.)

XLQ; One of the modes of seizing, [and throw

ing down] in wrestling: or i.q.

the twisting one’s leg with the leg of another in

the manner that is termed and so throw

ing him down.- one says, and

31,22“ [He seized him and threw him down by

the trick above described] : both signify the same:

(ISh, 0:) or signifies the throwing one

down upon the back. (Ibn-’Abbad, O, _.

And (hence, as being likened thereto, TA) 1A

certain mode, or manner, of compressing, or

coitus. (0, 1;, TA.) _ And 21,9?“ its; He

bound his hands behind his back. (Ibn-Buzurj,

0, K, TA»

lieu; [Outward, exterior, external, extrinsic, or

eroteric: and hence, appearing, apparent, overt,

open, perceptible or perceived, manifest, conspi

cuous, ostensible, plain, or evident: in all these

senses] contr. of K, TA :) and so

72:213. (TA.) [Hence, Outwardly, &c.:

and apparently; &c.: and in appear

ance. And 135 It appears, or it

seems, or what seems to be the case is, that it is

so, or thus. And llé: for lié:

meaning A person, or thing, in whom; 01: in

which, such a quality is apparent, or manifest,

&c. : see an ex. in a verse cited in the first para

graph of art. Oak] See also ._ [Hence

also,] ijfu's A prominent eye; (S, O, K,

TA ;) that jun its cavity. (TA.)-And 13$

23¢ IThis is a thing, or an afair,

of which the disgrace is remote from thee:

TA:) 0:- dogs cleave to thee. (TA.) And

:15: )Al-B we 1.3.5 IThis is a vice, or fault, that

does not cleave to thee. A poet says,

(namely, Kutheiyir, accord. to a copy of the S,

or Aboo-Dhu-eyb, TA,)

’3 d' a! e s 1 Hr.”

‘ leg-1 51' 095‘)" “M: '

~ on pus s

I [And the slanderers taunted her with thefact of

my loving her; but that is a fault of which the

disgrace is remote from thee]. (S, TA.)—

[i.lele also signifies The outside, or exterior,

of a thing. You say, He

 

alighted, or took up his abode, outside the city :

comp. 5.911;. Hence,] .3." and

1035"; and another signification of for

all of which see :15, third quarter. _ [Also The

external, outward, or extrinsic, state, condition,

or circumstances, of a man: and the outward, or

apparent, character, or disposition of the

opposed to QLLLJL] ._ One says also, )ALB aw

uh; Sdch a one has the ascenditncy, or

mastery, over such a one; is conqueror of him,

or victorious over him. (TA.) And Lib

:1; This is a thing, or an afiair, that over

comes, or overpowers, thee. (TA.) And LT};

LU; 4,: This is an afl'air which thou hast

powor'io do. (TA.) [And iii- (,1; 1.13m”- 3;

He is a conqueror, a winner, an achiever, o: in

attainer, of such a thing : see an ex. voce “of,

near the end.] And is one of the names

of God, meaning The Ascendant, or Predominant,

over all things: or, as some say, He who is known

by inference of the mind from what appears to

mankind of the efl'ects of his aptignso arid]

attributes. (IAth, TA.) _ b;me six-n cat.

means IHis want is in thine estimation [bn object

of contempt, or negkct, as though] cast behind the

back. (O,' TA.) _. I350; ll}; : seem, towards

the end of the paragraph. 2E: Sheep, or

goats, that come to the water ebery day at noon.

(TA.)

.ijaé as a subst.; and its pl. see xii,

in foiir places, in the third quarter ofthe paragraph.

[Hence,] 913$” Those, of Kureysh, that

dwell in on; exterior of Motion, (0,) upon the

mountains thereof, (K,‘ TA,) or upon the higher

parts of Mekkeh: (TA :) those who dwell in the

lower parts are called (O," TA ;)

and these are the more honourable, (O,TA,‘)

because they are neighpoprs of the Houge pf

God. (0.) _ See also Sjlvié. :2 And see

= Also The coming of camels, (S, O, K, TA,)

and of sheep or goats, (TA,) to the water every

day, at noon. (S, O, K, TA.) Que says, of

camels, [and of sheep or goats,] gain: [They
come to the water every day, at noon]:land .Sh

says that they return fi'om the water at the FF.

(TA.) And ijsué jSn ‘55. The horse drank

every day, at noon. (TA.) :réll gall; [The

coming to the water at noon on dlternate days] is

for sheep or goats; scarcely ever, or never, for

camels; and is a little shorter [in the interval]

5

than what is called [simply] _réll. (0, TA.)

Iréa

his» i. q. 3;; [i. e. A. place of ascent, or a

place to which one ascends]; (O, K; in some

c0pies of the latter of which, both words are

erroneously written with damm to the ,0; TA ;)

and [as meaning a degree, grade, rank,

condition, or station, or an exalted, or a high,

grade, &c.]: (0:) used by En-Nabighah El

Jaadee as meaning Paradise. (0, TA.)

 
Q r 0 J

["15... Made apparent, &c. _ And hence, as

also 7:911}, but the former more commonly,

applied to a noun, Explicit; and, elliptically,

an explicit noun; opposed to and (a

concealed noun, i. e. a pronoun); and told; (a

noun of vague signification).]

:“fi Possessing camels for riding orfor carry

ing goods: pl. ,3, (s; 1;; TA.) = And

A camel made to sweat by the Sinai; [or vehement

heat ofmidday in summer]. (Sgh, K, TA.) And

accord. to As, one says, I GUI", mean

ing Such a one came to us in the time of the

[or midday in summer, &c.] : but accord. to

A’Obeyd, others say 51.2.3, without teshdeed ;

and this is the proper form : (S :) or both mean,

in the time qftheglfi.

Ii I s r

“B4: see 3:23, near the end of the paragraph.

9 J O r ¢ r r

)hléu pass. part. n. of“2 [q. v.]. _ See also

I a

41*

Quasi ),.Is

3. bué, occurring in a trad. for)“; : see 3 in

art. ){5

Joe

1. z]; IIe came driving him away,- as

also (Ibo-ribbed, 0,1;.) '

~3sz see what follows, in three places.

r” . 1 1 a S r a

55) a»! and H,qu (S, O, K) i. e.

[He took him, or laid hold upon him,] by the skin

as his neck: (0,19) 0r .395. iii and

I i. e. [he laid hold upon] the whole of his

neck: or the pendent hair in the hollow of the

back of his nech: (M :) tq. 55);; [&c.].

(S. [See more voce and see Cathie, last.

sentence.]) And 55-bit (Ibn-Abbad,

0,1_<) and (K,) and 265 (Ibn

Abbad, 0,) I lefi him alone. (Ibn-Abbad, O, K.)

[And He hardly escaped. (Frey

tag from the Deewén of the Hudhalees.)]

u-B

2. 11’ ' in; .i "g and I made [or wrote]

abeautifulli. (M,'TA-)

(Lb, also pronounced U3, (TA,) A letterpeculiar

to the Arabic language [i. e. the letter 16] : (Kh,

T, TA, &c.:) masc. and fem.: as masc., its pl.

is {lg-iii; and as fem., (TA. [See art. 3.])

Quasi

. II ' F

nib, for see the latter, in art. )5.




